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To the Honorable Senate and House of Bepresentatives in General Court
assembled.

Early in the session the following Order was adopted by the
legislature;—

“ Ordered, That a committee of five on the part of the House,
with such as the Senate may join, be appointed to consider the
matter of state commissionerships and otficials, and their number,
expense, etc., and also any methods of reducing the taxation, direct
or indirect, incident to the living expenses and business of the
people, and to report by bill or otherwise.”

Under this Order a Committee was appointed and organized,
consisting of Hon. Messrs. Humphrey and Wright of the Sen-
ate, and Messrs Ely, Cushing, Hoyt, Fisher and Splaine of the
House. This Committee was organized with the evident idea of
examining the general subject, as well as the particular bear-
ings of the commissions under which so large a portion of the
public business of this Commonwealth is now transacted, and
which receive and direct the expenditure of so great an amount
of the public moneys. It was also organized to consider any
means of relieving the people from some of the many indirect
taxations that press upon them and consume their earnings.
To do the work of such a Committee thoroughly would require
more time and labor than any committee of an ephemeral legis-
lature can command. The work to be thoroughly accomplished
should be entrusted to shrewd and laborious men, who can spend

Commonwealth of iHaosacbuoetto.
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a year if need be in searching defects and devising plans of effi-
ciency and economy.

The Committee, however, under this Order, proposed to do,
and so far have done, all in their power to meet its requirements,
and now ask the candid consideration of the legislature regard-
ing the suggestions they may make. One of the first and per-
haps greatest difficulties experienced by us, grew out of the fact
that we were appointed to consider matters regarding which, in
the general, there were standing committees already existing.
As we were in some sense constituted as an investigating com-
mittee, it became our duty to consider some things which stand-
ing committees seldom feel called upon to discuss. Such com-
mittees are rarely disposed to disturb matters in departments
and commissions, which come before them to advise, rather
than to be investigated, and yet are sometimes a little jealous of
allowing others to do what they have ignored. We have there-
fore, while in the legitimate exercise of our duties, now and
then found our work, when reported, put under the supervision
of other minds, and our efforts at needed reforms hindered.
We therefore suggest, that what we present as a Committee
should receive the direct consideration of the legislature, with-
out being first put to nurse with those who may have interests
adverse to those proposed by us.

Another difficulty arose from delays in obtaining desired sta-
tistical information, arising mainly from the fact that reports of
departments and boards, which for purposes of legislation
should have been presented early in January, did not make
their appearance till weeks after. This long delay in placing
the reports of officials in the hands of the legislature, is a hin-
drance to prompt action, and is not one of the least causes of
delays in legislation. In our case it resulted in con-
siderable extra expense as well as loss of time. This evil can
and ought to be remedied, but, like many others, nobody has
felt disposed to grapple with it, until it has become chronic, and
for that reason, in the minds of some, incurable. We shall
propose a remedy in the course of our Report.

It is proper to state in the outset that such commissions as
we are called upon to consider, were never contemplated by the
old constitution of the Commonwealth, which was framed for
use when the municipalities were small, and the population
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mainly of a rural character. It was wondrousiy adapted to the
uses for which it was devised, and it has as wondrousiy adapted
itself to the growing population, business and wants which have
outstretched the old modes of operation, and changed both the
objects and methods of public business. The immense enlarge-
ment and multiplication of the kinds of business, the manifold
modes of their transaction, the diversities of interests, the va-
rious public as well as private objects of legislation and atten-
tion, demand in some cases, a public care and watch which
cannot be rendered continuously by the legislature, or by the
governor and council. As a result, it has been thought expe-
dient to commit the oversight and management of many public
interests to commissions or boards, who shall have the supervi-
sion of such matters, under more or less (usually less) respon-
sibility to the legislature, or executive, or both. Hence, the
large body of commissions that have come into existence within
a comparatively few years, and whenever any new works or new
projects of a public character have been, selfishly or unselfishly,
inaugurated.

Under a new constitution adapted to the present condition of
things, such commissions should be embraced under depart-
ments, of State, of the treasury, of public works, of public
charities and reforms, and such like, which would form parts of
the executive, and do away with a council. Until such time,
however, we must in some cases make use of commissions for
accomplishing the objects of legislation as we now do. But
these should not be multiplied. A careful examination will
show that many of our commissions are really doing a kind of
police work, and of such central boards the less the better.

There are several evils resulting from the present state of
things which require constant vigilance to keep in check ; but
which there is a constant tendency to let multiply. There are
persons always ready to devise schemes for the employment of
commissions upon which they may obtain respectable and pos-
sibly lucrative positions, with little labor and less responsibility ;

and these schemes are often carried through upon the represen-
tation that the commissioners are to receive little or no pay,
beyond now and then a few pleasant journeys and junketings,
while the secretary, or other officer, who like Johnny Horner
puts in his thumb and pulls out a plum, only, is to receive a
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salary, which he may or may not be puzzled to earn. Again,
there is a tendency to increase commissions when it is found
that responsibilities can be evaded, which the legislature or exec-
utive should assume and act upon, with fearlessness and vigor.
If there be a commission, business is turned over to that, which
should be accomplished without reaching it. Again there is a
great tendency in commissions to accrete to themselves irre-
sponsible power, and to secure legislation which shall give them
from time to time authority arbitrarily to violate individual
rights, and in fact to set at naught, in cases, the constitution of
the Commonwealth. This may be seen in some of the provi-
sions of law which our Board of State Charities have secured
for their convenience, and more clearly under4

a provision of
law by which the Board of Health can arbitrarily deprive a man
of his lawful property without remuneration. These evils
should be carefully guarded against, and should be at once
cured when found to exist. Of these two, we propose to speak
again and to suggest remedies. It is always the true policy,
legislatively, to correct an evil as soon as it is discerned. The
rights of the individual man, be he a pauper, or his works a
nuisance, should be sacred, and sacredly preserved for the safety
of all alike.

We present statistical tables of all the commissioners and
officials acting under the authority of the Commonwealth with
their compensations, and in same cases expenses, as nearly as
we have been able to ascertain them. The questions that now
arise are, Can their number be diminished ? Can their expense
be lessened ? Are there any incompetencies, or inefficiencies
or neglects of duty that should be exposed and ended ?

The governor in his address, and for reasons that appeared
entirely satisfactory, recommended the abolishment of the sal-
ary of the Liquor Commissioner. This called our attention at
once to the liquor commissionership and assayership. $4,000
per year is paid to the former, and $3,000 to the latter. Find-
ing that the business did not pay expenses, and was rapidly fall-
ing off,—that the commissioner and assayer had comparatively
little to do for their large salaries,—we thought it wise and pru-
dent, and in the exercise of a true economy, to abolish entirely
the stated salaries of these officers, which hardly seemed to
have been earned, and to leave the business to stand or fall
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without further gratuitous expense to the Commonwealth, and
upon such other and further legislation as might and should
make its profits pay its expenses. This was the more clearly
right because a perfectly responsible party, or parties, stood ready
to take the business, and free the State from all pecuniary
charge. $7,000 per annum is surely a sum which should be
saved to the treasury if possible. The salaries are very com-
fortable things to receive and enjoy, but why should the State
pay them when other means can be devised ? If this be one of
those abuses which it is easier to perpetrate than to remedy, it
were better that the commission should be abolished entirely.

With these views we reported the following bill, which passed
the Senate and went to the House, where it has been referred
and re-referred in various directions under influences adverse to
retrenchment and reform :

An Act relating to the Compensation of the State Liquor Commissioner and Assayer.
Be it enacted, sc., asfollmos:

Sect. 1. The commissioner for the purchase and sale of intox-
icating liquors shall receive no salary from the treasury of the
Commonwealth.

He shall receive his remuneration wholly from the profits accru-
ing from the sales of liquors made by him, said remuneration not to
exceed the sum of five thousand dollars per annum.

All profits accruing from the sales of liquors by said commission-
er, after deducting therefrom the sum of five thousand dollars as
remuneration of the commissioner, and seven per cent, interest on
the capital employed, said capital not to exceed the sum of sixty thou-
sand dollars, and such necessary office and incidental expenses as
shall be approved by the governor and council, shall be paid into
the treasury of the Commonwealth, annually, on the fifteenth day
of October.

After the expiration of six mouths from the passage of this act,
all liqour of foreign production kept or sold by said commissioner
shall be imported by him or under his direction.

Sect. 2. So much of section twenty-five of chapter four hun-
dred and fifteen of the acts of eighteen hundred and sixty-nine as
provides that the inspector and assayer of liquors shall not analyze
liquors for other parties than the Commonwealth, cities, and towns,
and that he shall receive an annual salary, are hereby repealed.

Sect. 3. All liquors kept for sale by the commissioner to sell
spirituous and intoxicating liquors, shall be analyzed by the inspec-
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tor and assayer now required by law, at an expense not exceeding
one per cent, of the cost of the liquor, to be paid by the commis-
sioner and added to said cost.

Sect. 4. All provisions of said act, and of acts in addition
thereto, inconsistent with the provisions of this act, are hereby re-
pealed.

Sect. 5. This act shall take effect upon its passage.

The present machinery with which the Commissioner and
Assayer are connected is greatly defective. Requirements are
made which cannot be fulfilled, and requirements are not made
which ought to be made, and which can be easily fulfilled, so
that the machinery can and ought to be made both practicable
and practical in its operations, and self-sustaining in its results.
We should not pay moderate men large salaries to turn unpro-
ductive cranks, nor should we furnish facilities for shrewd men
to gratify greed of gain by well covered frauds. When the
door was opened to allow apothecaries to sell rum, a door was
opened to illimitable frauds, and dishonesties, and evils, and
many are the shops which, in our judgment, have and will be-
come genteel tippling places. If apothecaries are to be allowed
to sell intoxicating liquors, and become instruments of intoxi-
cation, they should in every case be made city or town agents
under the law, and be required to purchase all liquors of the
State Commissoner, if there be one. In our judgment the
best commissioner would be a responsible wholesale dealer, un-
der suitable supervision and bonds, who under no circumstance
shall retail except to city and town agents, and such an one
would require no salary.

A matter somewhat cognate to this, is that of the Police
Commissioners. This is a board which we think should never
have been formed, and it was formed only in response to a feel-
ing of moral timidity that sought to shirk a responsibility. It
began by being entirely irresponsible, and if it continue it will
end by being usurpative and arbitrary. New duties will be
constantly imposed upon, or assumed by it, and new powers
will be asked for, or grasped by it. It will accrete to itself
authority, and being a centralized power, reaching everywhere,
it will tend to intermeddle with private rights, to the arbitrary
exercise of authority, and to general corruption. We see no
need of such a commission. It is gratuitous, although it may
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be convenient to refer to. It will soon find enough to do to
occupy all the time; and monthly meetings, not exceeding
15,000 expense, will come to daily meetings at commensurate
pay five or six times in amount. This board, we think, should
be abolished, first as needless, and second as dangerous. If the
chief constable is the man for his place, he is, and ought to be,
enough to stand between the executive and his force. If he
is not the proper man, such a man should be sought and found.
A commission between the executive and the general of his
army would be as appropriate as this.

There have been in many minds grave doubts as to the
expediency, in the long run, of the Constabulary as a central
power in the State, and as the first step towards despotism.
The true principle of our polity formerly was, and ought
always to be, the imposing upon the small municipalities, the
obligation and responsibility of enforcing good morals, and good
law, within their respective jurisdictions. Each municipality
was intended to be self-reliant and to take care of its own mat-
ters as far as practicable. There always is, and always must
be, a better state of morals and of subordination, where each
municipality is made to feel and exercise the responsibility of
preserving its own purity, of regulating its own affairs, and of
enforcing the observance of good laws within its own bounds.
The State Constabulary breaks in upon this system, and
weakens or destroys the good of it, without, in many minds,
furnishing adequate compensation. Suppose each family should
call on the State to restrain and govern its children ? The
introduction of a central authority to control the moral acts
of the people should be allowed only as a last resort, as it
acknowledges the want of power of self-government, and
weakens the conscience and moral sense of whole communities.
It would be far better that the people and police of our cities
and towns should understand that, the responsibility of the
enforcement of good law rests directly upon them, than that
they should turn it over upon the shoulders of some central
corps of constables, to be called for as the teamster called upon
Jupiter. We now keep enormously costly bodies of police,
merely to keep the peace and watch crossings; and, to use an
extreme illustration, an ordinary policeman is only an animate

2
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bludgeon to end a riot, not a moral power to enforce a law to
prevent one.

We suppose, however, that, in the changing state of things,
the State Coustabulai-y has become, substantially, a fixed insti-
tution, to enforce State laws, in contradistinction from munici-
pal regulations. So long as it exists, it should be sufficiently
enlarged, as to be thoroughly efficient for its duties. In this
connection, and in justice to all parties, we would refer to a
statement in a note in the report of the chief constable,
that “ the liquor dealers’ value of liquors delivered to the
Liquor Commissioner was $32,000, all condemned by the
assayer.” This statement was based upon the assumption that
4,000 gallons of proof spirits were delivered, reckoned at $8
per gallon, when the facts show that the quantity was only
about 2,500 gallons, and that of a wretched quality, which
distilled only about $l,OOO worth of alcohol. Care should be
taken in making statistical statements by officials whatever
results they may show.

Regarding the Police Commissioners we would report the
following bill:—

An Act to abolish the Board of Police Commissioners.
Be it enacted, cfc., as follows:

Sect. 1. The board of police commissioners is hereby abol-
ished, and all the powers and duties of the same shall be exercised
directly by the governor and council.

Sect. 2. The governor, with the advice and consent of the
council, shall appoint a deputy chief constable with a salary of
two thousand dollars per annum.

Sect. 3. This act shall take effect from and after its passage.

Attention was next called to a condition of things in the
Adjutant-General’s office which seemed to have grown up
through carelessness or inefficiency, and which would appear
to have come down as a sort of heirloom from former admin-
istrations. Carelessness, and want of promptness and attention
to business, if the actual minutiae of duty were understood,
probably lay at the bottom of the difficulties which have
repeatedly retarded and accumulated business, that should have
been despatched at the time, and that largely enhanced the
expenses of the office, in correcting work badly done, or in
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bringing up arrearages which should never have been suffered
to obtain. We therefore framed and reported a bill which was
committed first to one and then another committee, in the
House, and was then reported on and rejected in the Senate.

An Act relating to the Adjutant-General’s Office.
Be it enacted, tfc., as follows:

Sect. 1. The adjutant-general shall give his constant and per-
sonal attention to the duties and details of his office, and he shall
be found at his rooms at the state house, each day, -when not
imperatively called elsewhere by official requirements. He shall
personally see that all the details of the business of his office are
faithfully and promptly performed by himself or his subordinates.

Sect. 2. There shall be, in the adjutant-general’s office, one
chief clerk, who shall be appointed at pleasure by the governor,
and who shall receive a salary of eighteen hundred dollars per
year. He shall be fully competent to do and direct all business
coming to the office and belonging thereto, and shall have all books
properly kept and promptly written up. He shall have all docu-
ments and papers promptly and properly entered, docketed, filed,
labelled and indexed, and the whole methodically arranged for easy
reference and despatch of business. He shall act as assistant
adjutant-general under express appointment by the governor, and
may be commissioned by him.

Sect. 3. There may also be in the adjutant-general’s office an
assistant clerk, who shall also act as messenger for the office, and
on official business only, who shall be appointed by the adjutant-
general, with the approval of the governor, and who shall receive
a salary of twelve hundred dollars per year.

Sect. 4. Any necessary additional clerical service may be pro-
cured by the written order of the governor, the cost thereof not to
exceed twenty-five hundred dollars for the year.

Sect. 5. Any neglect of duty, intoxication or want of prompt-
ness in satisfactorily performing, and keeping up the work of the
office, shall require the dismissal of the officer or clerk in fault.

Sect. 6. All acts and parts of acts inconsistent herewith are
hereby repealed.

Sect. 7. This act shall take effect from and after its passage.

It is clear that this matter was entirely germane to the duties
of your Committee, and it was our duty to meet and act upon
it. It is equally clear that, when irregularities, inefficiencies
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or neglect appear in any department, the legislature should at
once proceed to correct the evil, without being satisfied with
what is called sufficiently scaring the delinquents, and without
throwing over on to the executive, a responsibility, in a matter
to which the legislature has not called his attention, or inti-
mated the desirableness of a change.

Complaint has been made, that there has been in some of the
departments, a want of regularity in the office hours of the
employes and clerks, and that favors, and lettings off from
work in some, have worked deleteriously as to the office labor of
other departments, or bureaus. This clearly should not be.
The office hours ofall should be alike, and all should be treated
alike, to insure faithful and good work. If any are not diligent
they should not be retained; and carelessness, or laziness, or
unnecessary absences, should not be tolerated. The office
hours should be regularly from 9 A. M. to 4 P. M., and a
careful attendance during those hours should be required,
unless in case of sickness or disability, or vacations which should
not exceed four weeks in the year, and these be so arranged as
that there shall always be in attendance a sufficient force for
the wants of the office. We propose either to present a bill for
this purpose, or to make this matter the subject of a section or
sections in some bill to be reported.

Attention was next called to the duties and emoluments of
certain parties called Surveyors and Inspectors-General, who
ordinarily accomplished their work through the medium of
deputies, and received for their compensation a percentage of
the fees required by law to be paid for inspection. Of these,
the Surveyor-General of Lumber, so called, who is nevertheless
confined to a district, comprising Boston and its immediate
vicinity, is limited as to the amount of his compensation, and
all balances received by him beyond that amount are paid into
the treasury. Your Committee found that irregularities ob-
tained, and serious discrepancies existed in the surveys of
lumber elsewhere, either through ignorance, partiality, or the
want of a definite system, out of which grew inconveniences,
litigations, and losses to the people. They, therefore, at the
suggestion of the Surveyor-General of Lumber, reported the
following bill, with the hope that, by agreement of parties, and
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the show and influence of official authority, it might prove of
public benefit. The bill, however, was not sustained:—

An Act relating to the Survey of Lumber.
Be it enacted, <fc., as follows:

The surveyor-general of lumber shall be authorized to survey
lumber anywhere within the Commonwealth where the seller and
buyer agree to have it surveyed by him or under his direction, and
the fees for such survey shall be accounted for in the same manner
as the fees now received by him.

Attention was next called to the duties of the Inspector-
General of Leather. We found that the actual price paid for
inspecting sole leather was one and one-half cents per side;
that the officer had never inspected belt leather, although re-
quired by law to do so ; that he had no deputies; and that his
salary amounted to over six thousand dollars, being greater
than that of any other official in the State. This discrepancy,
it was thought, should be cured, especially as it requires no
extraordinary qualifications for the office. We therefore pre-
sented the following report and bill:—

House of Representatives, February 27, 1872.
The Committee on State Commissionerships, Officials, etc., report:
That in examining the matter of the duties and emoluments of

the inspector-general of leather, they find that the compensation
derived by him is greatly disproportioned to that of other inspect-
ors-general in the Commonwealth. The amount received by the
inspector-general of lumber, as salary, is limited by law, and balances
beyond are accounted for by him to the Commonwealth. Your
committee are of opinion that the same rule should hold regarding
the inspector of leather. They also find that the prices paid for the
inspection of leather, either for the purposes of equalization with
those of other States, or otherwise, have been and are one and one-
half (1J) cents per side of sole leather.

They therefore report the accompanying bill.
Per order,

Francis Fishbe.
An Act relating to the Inspection of Leather.

Be it enacted, <fc., as follows :

Sect. 1. All fees received by the inspector-general of leather,
or his subordinates, which shall exceed the sum of three thousand
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dollars, after paying the absolute expenses of inspection and the
expenses of his office, shall be paid into the treasury of the Com-
monwealth.

Sect. 2. The fee for inspection shall be one and one-half cents
per side ofsole leather.

Sect. 3. This act shall take effect on the first day of June next.

No sooner was the bill reported, than it appeared that the
inspector claimed to be hardly an official of the State, but a
beneficiary of the leather-dealers, and the idea that any portion
of the fees should go into the treasury of the Commonwealth
was so distasteful, that he was willing to forego one-half of his
salary, by reason of having the price of inspection curtailed,
rather than have the State derive any pecuniary benefit from
his services. If he is a State official, he should perform his
duties as such. If he is not, his commission should be revoked.
The bill was amended, by making the fee one and one-quarter
cent per side, and providing that all sums over $3,000 and
expenses shall go into the treasury of the State.

Attention was called, by the Inspector-General of Pot and
Pearl Ashes, to the condition of things regarding those impor-
tant articles. It appeared that large quantities of impure and
adulterated ashes were sold in this market, to the injury of
honest dealers, and to the loss and damage of common consum-
ers. The largest and oldest dealers and receivers wished for a
law protecting them and the public, while some others wished
for unrestricted license to sell inferior merchandise under such
guises as to deceive a large body of consumers. We therefore
presented the following report and bill, which passed the House,
but was recommitted by the Senate:—

House of Representatives, February 29, 1572.

The Joint Special Committee on State Commissionerships, Offi-
cials, etc., regarding the duties of the Inspector of Pot and Pearl
Ashes, report:

That large quantities of those articles are brought into this
Commonwealth, and sold without being inspected and in an exeed-
ingly adulterated and improper condition. There is now no law
which will effectually reach such cases, and the purchasers and con-
sumers are without fair means ofredress against the fraud which is
practised upon them. Your Committee are satisfied that the law
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should be more exacting than now, as well for the cause of common
honesty as for the health and advantage of thepeople. Your Com-
mittee also are of opinion, from the evidence, that the enforcement
of a proper law would pay all the fees of inspection and return a
surplus to the treasury.

Your Committee therefore report the accompanying bill.
Per order,

A. B. Ely.

An Act relating to the Inspection of Pot and Pearl Ashes.
Be it enacted, <fc., asfollows:

Sect. 1. No dealer in pot or pearl ashes shall offer the same for
sale, or sell the same, unless they shall have been duly inspected
by the inspector-general of pot and pearl ashes, or his deputies, in
this Commonwealth, or by some competent person duly empowered
by law to inspect, and legally inspecting the same in other jurisdic-
tions. The grades or qualities of pot and pearl ashes shall be three
in number, being rated first, second and third sorts, and all pack-
ages shall be distinctly marked and designated accordingly. Any-
thing below third sort shall not be sold as pot or pearl ash.

Sect. 2. The inspector-general of pot and pearl ashes, and his
deputies, shall be authorized at all times to visit the manufactories,
warerooms or shops of dealers in these articles, and if they find
packages for sale therein which have not been duly inspected, and
are not marked to distinguish the same, they shall prosecute the
parties under the provisions of this act.

Sect. 3. No person shall mark or sell any packages of pot or
pearl ashes as of a quality above their inspection, nor shall any on&
charge a purchaser an inspection fee when the article has not been
duly inspected.

Sect. 4. The fees for inspection shall be the same and paid in
the same way as now provided by law, and any fees received by the
inspector-general above the sum of twenty-five hundred dollars,
after paying the expenses of his office, shall be paid into the treas-
ury of the Commonwealth.

Sect. 5. Any person violating any of the provisions of this act
shall be liable to a fine of not less than five nor more than fifty dol-
lars, to be recovered before any court of competent jurisdiction, and
paid, one-half to the complainant and one-half to the Common-
wealth.

Sect. 6. This act shall take effect from the first day of May
next.
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Some people would seem to think that restricting fraudulent
practices is a restriction of trade, and that anything which may
protect the people from imposition is opposed to the commer-
cial interests of Boston, and such persons may be often found
frequenting the lobbies of the legislature when measures tend-
ing to restrain frauds in trade are pending. We again exam-
ined the subject, and presented the following report and
amended bill.

/

COMMONWEALTH OE MASSACHUSETTS.

The Joint Special Committee on State Commissionerships, Offi-
cials, etc., to whom was committed the Bill relating to the importa-
tion of Pot and Pearl Ashes, respectfully report:

That they had before them the principal receivers and dealers in
pot and pearl ashes in Boston, and that those who have been the
longest in the business, and have done the most business, were in

O '

favor of the bill, as originally reported, as a protection to them as
well as to the people consuming these articles. Other parties
appeared, who desired the opportunity of selling without restriction
as to adulteration; but these were understood to acquiesce finally in
the bill substantially as reported. Tour Committee have had be-
fore them potash sold as first sort, some containing one quarter salt,
some containing a large quantity of lime, and some not only con-
taining salt but burned in the cooking. Each of these were really
only second sort, and yet to the consumer were they represented as

first sort; and the great difficulty is, that adulteration can be
detected only by experiments or analysis.

Aware of the difficulty of legislating for the protection of the
people, where the pecuniary interests of individuals are opposed to
such legislation, your Committee would report the bill in the follow-
ing amended draft:

An Act relating to the Inspection of Pot and Pearl Ashes.

Be it enacted , cfc., as follows:
Sect. 1. No dealer in pot or pearl ashes shall offer the same for

sale, or sell the same, unless they shall have been duly inspected by
the inspector-general of pot and pearl ashes, or his deputies, in this
Commonwealth, or by some competent person in other jurisdictions.
The grades or qualities shall be four in number, being rated “first
sort,” containing at least seventy-five per cent.; “second sort, * con-
taining at least fifty-eight per cent.; “third sort,” containing at

least thirty-five per cent.; and “condemned,” containing less than
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thirty-five per cent, of alkali; and all packages shall be distinctly-
marked, designated, and sold accordingly.

Sect. 2. The fees for inspection shall be the same, and paid in
the same way as now provided by law.

Sect. 3. Any person violating any of the provisions of this act,
or who shall put up for sale, in packages, for common use, as first or
second sort, pot or pearl ashes of an inferior quality, shall be liable
to a fine of not less than five nor more than fifty dollars for each
offence, to be recovered by complaint before any court of competent
jurisdiction, and paid one-half to the complainant and one-half to
the Commonwealth.

Sect. 4. This act shall take effect from thefirst day of May next.

The bill as amended was defeated in the Senate.
It is difficult to procure the passage of a law to protect the

people from impositions, where so many personal and pecuniary
influences are at work against them, and where capital desires
to sell to them adulterated and inferior goods, at prices which
deceive them, and enhance, by this method of taxation, their
living expenses. The common householder, the poor man, and
the laborer have no one to look out for their wants or their rights,
and the man who undertakes to champion them honestly, meets
with small encouragement, The commercial interests, the com-
binations of capital,’ the way to increase dividends, the cry
about increase of taxable property, which never yet seems to
have decreased the rate of taxation, swallow up the feeble cry
of him whose poverty is his destruction, when he asks that
something may be done which will give him good articles at fair
prices, and poor stuff at its true valuation, and which will pro-
tect his life and limbs when at his work, and prevent him from
imposition in what he buys for his support with his hard earn-
ings. One man admitted to your Committee that if he were to
be obliged to sell a sound article, instead of an adulterated one,
he would lose ninety per cent, of his trade.

That there should be some protection to the people from the
adulterations now so common in all household matters, is evi-
dent. We would therefore report the following general bill:—

An Act relating to the Adulteration of Articles intended for Household Consumption.
Be it enacted, <fc., asfolhnvs:

Any person who shall sell any adulterated or deleterious article
intended for family use or household consumption, knowing, or

3
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having reasonable cause to believe the same to be adulterated or
deleterious to health, for or at the price of a sound unadulterated
or healthful article, or shall fail to inform the purchaser of the infe-
rior quality of the same, shall be liable for any damage or injury
that may accrue from such sale, and shall also be guilty of a mis-
demeanor, and shall be liable to a fine of not less than two hundred
dollars for, each offence, to be recovered by complaint before any
court of competent jurisdiction, and paid, one-half to the complain-
ant, and one-half to the Commonwealth; and if the article be dele-
terious to health, the party convicted may be imprisoned in the
common jail not exceeding sixty days, at the discretionof the judge.

In again calling attention to the powers of the Board of
Health, we would refer to section two, chapter 167 of the Acts
of 1871, which give authority to deprive a party of the use of
his property and the profits of his trade, on the ground of public
comfort and convenience, without providing any compensation.
This is clearly in contravention of the constitution. It only
shows the danger of giving power to commissions or boards,
who may find that it is easier to be arbitrary than to be just.
In recommending the passage of an Act to cure this wrong, we
have submitted the following report and bill, believing that when
once discovered, such acts should be at once amended or re-
pealed. The supposed fact that a trade has become a nuisance
by reason of the growing proximity of dwellings, or as the act
would contemplate, simply by an increase of one in the popula-
tion of a town, can never justify the summary stoppage of such
trades on grounds of public convenience, without adequate com-
pensation, under the provisions of the constitution.

House of Representatives, February 29, 1873.
The Joint Special Committee on State Commissionerships, Offi-

cials, etc., regarding the authority of the Board of Health in cer-
tain cases, report: —

That the second section of chapter 167 of the Acts of 1871, au-
thorizes the State Board of Health summarily to order persons car-
rying on certain occupations to desist from continuing the same,
and to deprive them of the ordinary use of their premises and the
profits of their business, without compensation therefor, although
such occupation may have been lawfully begun and lawfully carried
on. As this seems to be in contravention of the constitution, your
Committee would report the accompanying bill in amendment ot
said section.

Per order, A. B. Ely.
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As Act in addition to an Act concerning Slaughter-Houses and noxious and offensive
Trades, passed April eight, eighteen hundred and seventy-one.

Beit enacted, ,ns fallows:
Sect. 1. The second section of chapter one hundred and sixty-

'seven of the acts of eighteen hundred and seventy-one, is hereby
amended by adding the following proviso :—Provided, however, if
such business was lawfully commenced, and had been lawfully car-
ried on, prior to such notice or order from the board of health, the
person or persons, or corporation, carrying on said trades or occupa-
tions, shall be entitled to due compensation for any loss or damages
by reason of such order, the same to be recovered of the town in
which the premises are situated, in the manner now provided for
recovering compensation for land for highway purposes.

Sect. '2. This act shall take effect upon its passage.

The Board of Health was originally organized as a board of
inquiry and advice. It was advisory only as to matters of legis-
lation, and possessed no authority of an executive character.
It was on a par with the Board of Labor Statistics. Its mem-
bers, once appointed, were independent of the governor, not
being removable by him. Now it has by one stride come to be
an independent, irresponsible, despotic central power, and the
personal character only of its members is guarantee against all
sorts of mischiefs. The old modes of procedure were sufficient
for the State in all ordinary circumstances, and a little change
in the law would have rendered it sufficiently effective without
resorting to the expedient of clothing this board with central
despotic, unconstitutional power. The law of 1871 was not
passed in the interests of the people, but to meet a few cases in
the vicinity of Boston, where it was thought the local author-
ities could not summarily grapple with uncomfortable trades,
in localities where population had spread, and land was ready
for market, in a manner sufficiently arbitrary.

We are aware that there are nuisances in the vicinity of Bos-
ton, which have become such, mainly however, by the march
of improvement and the force of circumstances. These it ought
to he in the power of the inhabitants of the town or of the town
authorities summarily to abate, but inasmuch as, that is solely
lor the public advantage, and can be arrived at only by the
destruction or conversion of property Inretoforo lawfully en-
joyed and valuable, it should be done only under the operation
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of a law which provides for a constitutional remuneration at
the public expense. That power it is not difficult to obtain, if
the present laws are not already sufficient; for, in all such mat-
ters, the legislature is always disposed to be liberal, while it
seeks to be just.

We have no word to say against the Board of Health. In
ordinary times it may be useful as an advisory board, and in
extraordinary cases, under the express commission of the gov-
ernor and the advice of the attorney-general, it might be clothed
with dictatorial authority. We protest, however, against con-
ferring upon it despotic power, to be exercised at will, anywhere
in the State, especially when such powers attack the constitu-
tional rights of the individual citizen. The precedent is dan-
gerous and should not be repeated. We therefore propose the
following bill.

An Act regarding the State Board of Health.
Be it enacted, <fc., as follows:

Sect. 1. The members of the board of health shall be remov-
able at the pleasure ot the governor.

Sect. 2. Whenever called upon by the local authorities of any
city or town, or by any twenty five citizens of such city or town,
complaining that nuisances, or causes deleterious or dangerous to
the health and safety of the people thereof, exist therein, which need
to be abated or removed, said board of health may proceed to ex-

amine the premises and the facts in the case, and after due notice
and hearing, may give their certificate to the parties as to theresults
by them reached, with such suggestions and recommendations as
they may judge proper, and best calculated to subserve the public
health and safety. This certificate shall be prima facie evidence in
any proceeding afterwards had by local authorities, or others, in
regard to the matters submitted. The party making the applica-
tions shall pay the expenses of the board and the costs of the
hearing.

Sect. 3. If such certificate shall declare, that in the judgment
of the board of health, the matter complained of is a nuisance or
injurious to the health of the people, and shall contain instructions
regarding the removal or abatement of the same, the local board of
health shall be authorized to take the necessary steps to abate or
remove the causes of the evil found to exist, substantially according
to the suggestions of the said board of health, and at the public ex-
pense. And any party who may be injured in his lawful propeitj,
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business or income, by reason of the same being taken or closed up
for the public convenience, shall receive a reasonable remuneration
therefor, to be arrived at in the same manner as where land is taken
for highway purposes: provided, that in any trial by a jury, the
jurors shall not come from the immediate vicinity of the property
taken; and provided, that if the evil complained of shall be caused
by any embankment or dike built by any railroad company or other
company, and it may be needful to construct a tideway, or outlet
under or through such embankment, the same shall be done at the
expense of the company.

Sect. 4. In extraordinary cases of epidemic or contagion,
whether general or local, the governor may issue his commission to
the board of health, conferring upon them, for sanitary purposes, the
power to supervise and direct the local boards of health, and under
the advice of the attorney-general, such other powers, temporarily,
as the immediate exigency may require, and as may not be con-
trary to law, or the constitutional rights of persons. All such extra-
ordinary powers shall cease at any time on the assembling of the
legislature.

Sect. 5. The secretary of the state hoard of health shall be ex
officio a member of the boards of education and of state charities.

Upon consultation with the intelligent and efficient chairman
of the Cattle Commissioners, we have considered that the present
hoard may well be dissolved ; the law providing for the appoint-
ment of such commissioners by the governor, in any case of
emergency, remaining unaffected. In this connection and in
connection with the board of health, and under the possible
chances that dead or dying animals brought to the cattle pens
may be improperly used, we would suggest that the several
railroads bringing cattle, should be obliged to see that all such
animals are placed beyond the possible reach of harm to
the community. We therefore report the following bill:—

An Act relating to Cattle Commissioners and the Disposal of Dead Animals.
Be it enacted, cfc., as follows:

Sect. 1. The term of services of the present board of cattle
commissioners is hereby terminated.

Sect. 2. Every railroad corporation bringing to market cattle,
sheep, swine and other animals, shall employ a competent agent,
who shall see that any and every dead or dying animal so brought
to market, or any time within the cars of said company, shall bo
disposed of under the written instructions of the secretary of the
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board of health, which he is hereby empowered to give, so that no
harm shall come to any one from the same.

Sect. 3. Any railroad corporation that shall fail to fulfil this
duty shall be liable to a fine of five hundred dollars, to be recovered
by complaint before any court of competent jurisdiction, and paid
one-half to the complainant, and one-half to the Commonwealth.

Another matter to which our attention has been called, is the
provisions of sections live, seven and eight of the 198th chapter
of the Acts of 1866, giving authority to the Board of State Char-
ities to accuse certain paupers of crime, and cause them to be
sent to the workhouse. That this has never received the atten-
tion it deserves is due to the fact that the parties converted into
criminals are paupers, and to the further fact that standing
committees on that subject are not disposed to disturb the con-
venient existing order of things. Cases of extreme hardship
have repeatedly occurred, and parties who went to the alms-
house as paupers, have found themselves suddenly transformed
into criminals and sent to the workhouse. It may be that in
many cases the person was able to work, and so there would be
a kind of natural justice in putting him where he can be made
to work ; but to make him a criminal, because he has managed
to get into the almshouse as a pauper, hardly seems justifiable.
If he can work, turn him loose to find work, but it is hardly
within the bill of rights to accuse, try and convict him of a
crime which he could not well commit in that locality.

The Bill of Rights provides that crimes be proved in the
vicinity where they are committed. The statute provides that
inmates of the state almshouse coming within the description of
persons contained in section 28, chapter 165, General Statutes,
may be convicted and sentenced to the state workhouse, and
provides for the appointment of trial justices at the almshouses.
Under this law state paupers have been accused and convicted
of being vagrants, lewd, delirious from liquor, syphilitics, night-
walkers, prostitutes, adulteresses, and common drunkards. It
were hard to tell how some of the above can be reckoned in the
category of that 28th section, and as hard to tell how paupers
can be such as some of those named, after they have been domi-
ciled in the almshouse. We suppose it must be in a meta-
phorical way. There can be no objection to compelling able-
bodied paupers to work ; but the objection is, to the very ques-
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tionable method of converting a pauper into a criminal, by a
process that is-hocus pocus to the pauper, whatever it may be
to others. It is dangerous to usurp power and exercise authority
where the right is not clear, although it may be very convenient
at times. It is one of the evils attending central irresponsible
boards and commissions, especially those that are reformatory
in their nature. It will not do to trench upon the constitutional
rights even of a pauper. The practice is so very questionable,
and liable at the best to such great abuse, that we had decided
to report a bill repealing those sections, when the subject was
referred to the standing committee on charities, who seem,
under the lead of the board, to have decided,

“ Whatever his rights, whatever his groans,
Eattle his bones oyer the stones,
He’s only a pauper whom nobody owns.”

Regarding one department of the Board of State Charities, we
wouldremark that it seems to us that the Visiting Agent, either
employs too high class men, or else pays too high class salaries,
compared with other departments. We are of opinion that
$l,OOO and $1,200 will command all the talent needful for the
service, especially as, in addition to that, travelling expenses, in-
cluding board, are also paid during absences from home, which
include a large part of the time. There is a great lack of
responsibility about all this somehow.

We have been importuned to overhaul the Board of State
Charities. We cannot do it. Perhaps a wiser committee, witli
sis months or a year’s time, might simplify the machinery, and
so the cost. The old system that had no state almshouse, and
only one insane hospital, disappeared, and the new system
at once spread out into three immense state almshouses, one
state hospital, and three enormous state lunatic asylums, at a
cost of construction of over a million and a quarter, and of
construction and maintenance of over five millions and a half,
which, with what the State has expended on other reformatories
and charities during the last twenty years, amounts to about
eight millions ; and all this mainly for paupers. One hospital
has been dropped, and two almshouses have now been discon-
tinued, but there are still the three asylums, with a fourth super-
added, an almshouse, a workshop, and a primary school, which
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keeps all the machinery, except the Rainsford Hospital, in full
operation, at an expense of nearly half a million a year.
Whether this can be materially simplified and economized we
cannot tell. Wiser men must study and solve the problem, and
men out of the State-Charity ruts.

The Board of State Charities have done a great work, and
have done it honestly and well. The breaking up of the old
system of supporting state paupers in the towns where they
were residing, and the inauguration of the new, by which they
were collected in costly buildings under a central control, were
in our judgment a great mistake. All that the old law needed
was, that the State should provide for a supervisory agency and
control, instead of which a violent change in the system was
inaugurated, and a cumbrous and expensive machinery provided,
the result of which, as we have seen, has been the expenditure
of millions of dollars which might, and if so ought to, have been
saved to the Commonwealth, and the tax-payers. But we must
now take things as we find them, and suggest such improve-
ments as may seem to be practical. We are of opinion that the
time has come for a return, in some respect, and to some extent,
to the old way. We believe the time has come when the worthy
poor can be as well, and more economically aided in the towns
where they reside, either at the town almshouses, or at their
own homes, than at the State institutions, to and from which
they must be removed. Let them be cared for as the town’s
poor now are, or the sick poor of the State. This would re-
quire the appointment of a supervising agency to prevent frauds
and overcharges, but the results would be a large saving of
money to the State, and an eventual reduction of the paupers.
The record shows a cost of $7,200 to the State for 165 paupers
in the almshouse, as against $2,600 to State and towns for 193
aided in the towns. Our great public institutions, so costly in
the beginning, so expensive in yearly care and management,
should not be multiplied except upon the most urgent neces-
sities. The machinery should be simplified rather than com-
plicated, and it would seem that long experience should pro-
vide the necessary genius and sagacity for that purpose. These
central boards interfere with the municipal management of the
people and of their public affairs, so that the people are becom-
ing indifferent to the moral agencies of good citizenship, and
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settle down into a selfish attendance to personal business and
political considerations only. We would suggest the passage of
the following bill:—

An Act regarding the Local Support of Worthy State Poor.
Be it enacted, .fc., asfollows; ■

Sect. 1. Any state pauper of good character, having resided in
any city or town for an aggregate term of five years, may be aided
or supported within said city or town by the overseers of the poor
thereof, in lieu of being sent to the state almshouse, and the cost
of said support shall be reimbursed by the Commonwealth, at a rate
not exceeding the average weekly cost of inmates of the state alms-
houses.

Sect. 2. Notice of such support shall be forwarded to the
board of state charities, who shall cause each case to be investi-
gated, and if the party prove to belong to the class of worthy poor,
shall allow the actual cost of assistance from the date of mailing
said notice, within the weekly rate above specified : provided, how-
ever, that said board of charities may direct any such pauper to be
removed to the state almshouse, if in their judgment undue expense
is incurred for his support, or the interests of the pauper would be
promoted thereby.

Sect. 3. Upon notification by the overseers of the poor, the
general agent of said board shall cause all paupier strangers to be re-
moved from the Commonwealth in the same manner, and under the
same restrictions, as if they had been committed to a state alms-
house heretofore ; and shall also cause vagabond paupers to be, pros-
ecuted before the local courts.

Sect. 4. The board of state charities shall make such provi-
sions as may be needful for the carrying out of the provisions ot
this act.

Sect. 5. Any person, party, copartnership, corporation, ship or
vessel bringing into this Commonwealth from a foreign port, any
sick or destitute person, or pauper, or person physically unable
wholly to support himself, shall be liable to the treasurer of the
Commonwealth, or of any city or town, for all expenses that may
he incurred for the support or assistance of such pauper or person,
and shall also be compelled at his or their, own expense to transport
such pauper or person out of the Commonwealth to the place
whence he came, upon the requisition of the board of state char-
ities or its agent.

The governor, in his message, recommends the reduction, or
the abolishing of the local boards of trustees, overseers or in-

-4
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spectors of our several charitable and reformatory institutions,
and the bringing them all under the control and management
of a single central board. Whether this would be either eco-
nomical or otherwise advisable, is a question not easy to solve.
Local boards, like boards of trustees of educational institutions,
are by many deemed far better medns to the ends, than would
be one central board controlling the whole, through its agencies.
On the other hand, many think that the local boards are a hin-
drance rather than a help, and that the whole can be managed
more efficiently, and more economically under a single system,
if under the entire control of a central board. All these ques-
tions, which are of the gravest importance, both to the tax-pay-
ers and the philanthropists of the Commonwealth, deserve a
closer and broader consideration than it is in the power of this
Committee at present to give; bearing in mind, however, the
dangers always incident in a free country to a centralization
of power and control.

Upon looking over the list of commissioners, we would under
other circumstances be disposed to recommend a Board of Pub-
lic Works, which should embrace the Railroad, Harbor and
Land Commissioners ; but it would require more time, labor
and strength, than, as a Committee, we can find or expend to de-
vise and report a scheme of suitable simplicity and practical
application. The Land Commission has been of great pecuni-
ary service to the Commonwealth, at very small expense.
No similar record can anywhere else be found. Stephen P.
Fuller, who was chairman of that commission when the filling
of the Back Bay was inaugurated, saved the whole of that
profitable property and enterprise from being lost to the Com-
monwealth, for a paltry sum offered in the interests of spec-
ulation. He, with others upon the board, subsequently secured
the filling of the territory, the sale of lots and the vast pecun-
iary benefits accruing to the Commonwealth, at a time when
without their interposition, adverse influences would have
deprived the State of a large proportion of the beneficial results.
This commission has now nearly closed its labors.

The Harbor Commission is composed of gentlemen whose
services could not be secured by any ordinary salaries, but
which have been very valuable to the Commonwealth, in cor-
recting abuses, and in establishing a system of riparian occu-
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pancy and improvement, which must hereafter prove still more
valuable, and all this at comparatively small cost. There is
only one thing in their system, about which we have any doubt,
and that is the matter of compensation when a structure is
erected on the water line. To construct a wharf may often
consume all the means of the party owning and improving it.
Whether in all cases he shall be obliged, in addition, to cora-
penate in money, or by dredging elsewhere for the water dis-
placed ; or whether, in many instances, the taxable property,
created and brought into practical use, should not be a sufficient
compensation, is a question worthy of serious consideration, in
the discussion and settlement of which it should be considered
that every man should have his fair chance, whenever the pub-
lic interests will permit.

The Railroad Commissioners have been exceedingly industri-
ous, and their reports and labors have thus far been of great
service to the Commonwealth. These services will tend to in-
crease rather than diminish with time.

Our attention has been called to the Commission on Inland
Fisheries. It is difficult to say what amount of good may come
from this commission. Many people in this and in other States
have hopes of great benefit from fish culture, and if the Con-
necticut and Merrimack can be again stocked with salmon and
shad, and other contemplated and hoped-for results can be
reached, the' enterprise will certainly well repay all the time
and money that may be expended in experiments. But the
report of the commissioners to the legislature this year is of
such a nature as to shake one’s confidence in any practical re-
sults. It does not state with clearness what has been done dur-
ing the past year ; it does not even give the amount of money
expended, or the objects for which it was expended ; nor does
it inform us as to what it is proposed to do during the present
year. Some 270 pages, of a report of 850 pages in all, is taken
up with a full copy of all the laws regarding inland fisheries
since 1628, for the benefit of whom it would be hard to say.
And yet as regards this report, the same thing in a degree may
be said of others. One installment of the report of the Board
of Education is a volume of some 480 pages, of which 287 are
filled with mere abstracts from town reports, all that is valuable
in which might be embraced in a hundred pages. It is the
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same old stereotyped form that has appeared yearly for twenty
years. So of other reports which swell into portentous vol-
umes of essays and dissertations upon matters fit for the mag-
azines, but which call for no legislation, and suggest nothing to
that end. The State bills for printing are enormous, and are
greatly enhanced by the publication of what may be styled these
fancy matters in the reports of commissions. To abolish the
fish commission might seem to many, who are sanguine of good
results, a measure ill-considered and hasty. To restrict them
in their work might defeat the very object in view. All things
considered, we fully recommend their continuance as heretofore,
with an amendment to the law constituting the board making
its members removable at the pleasure of the governor. Our
State Board of Commissioners on Inland Fisheries has become
connected with boards of other States, organized for similar
purposes, and in some cases, at the request of our own legisla-
ture. The work which they have in hand is important and val-
uable, and should neither be permanently interrupted or mate-
rially hindered. That they have done their work well and
faithfully, no one doubts. The results as we learn, outside
their report, have been favorable. Their next report it is to be
expected will be of a more practical character, and will inform
us with some exactness, what has been done and what is to be
attempted.

An Act regarding the Commissioners on Inland Fisheries.
Be it enacted, cfc., asfollows :

Sect. 1. The members of the board shall be removable at the
pleasure of the governor.

Sect. 2. The sum that shall be expended for the use of the
board for the current year, shall not exceed four thousand dollars.

The Committee would recommend abolishing the board of
Commissioners of Prisons, and transferring their duties to the
Board of State Charities, which has had to do more cr less,
with all the prisons of the Commonwealth for years, and is
really tue reformatory board of the State. The duties of this
commission seem to be so blended with and appropriate to those
of the Board of State Charities as to be almost incapable of
separation. We really can see no good reason why a separate
commission should have been formed. The Board ol State
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Charities have had occasion, again and again, to examine those
subjects which are now newly to be taken up, by new parties
having none of the experience of the old ; consequently the
older board are in far better condition to propose rational and
economical plans, in keeping with the condition and wants of
the reformatories of the State, than any new commission, not
particularly informed. If it be thought that the Board of Prison
Commissioners was formed for the purpose of attaching the
female advisory board, it is enough to say, that it is not proposed
to disturb the last named body.

It is easy to propose a commission with the representation that,
being a charitable or reformatory matter, philanthropic gentle-
men would be glad to serve without pay. But it has always
proved, before the thing ended, that somebody was to be paid,
and, with the salary of a clerk, travelling expenses and hotel
bills, costs soon swell to a portentous magnitude. The Prison
Commission so far, we understand, have devised no system, and
have no unity of opinion or purpose. They are all afloat so
far as any plan of action is concerned. All that has been done
has been in reference to female convicts, and that has been
done only by reason of the advisory board of ladies. The
result of a year’s labor would seem to be laying the foundation
for the expenditure of a million of money in more monster
state institutions, where a hundred convicts are to be confined
to one closet and one wash sink, when “cleanliness is next to
godliness.” We are persuaded that the work proposed by this
commission can be better, and more intelligently, and more eco-
nomically performed by the Board of State Charities, with the
aid perhaps of the female advisory board, and this additional
machinery can better than not be dispensed with as superfluous.
We therefore report the following bill:—

An Act relating to Commissioners of Prisons.
Be it enacted, cfc., as follows :

Sect. 1. The board of commissioners of prisons is hereby abol-
ished, and its duties are transferred to, and devolved upon the board
of state charities.

Sect. 2. The advisory board shall continue as now provided by
law, and act in connection with and under the direction of said
board of state charities.
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The Board of Education has always been a favorite board
with the people of this State. It has a gravity about it that
commands respect, and its reports have a ponderosity that car-
ries great weight. But it is after all a somewhat irresponsible
body, having no head to represent and directit in the executive
departments of the government. Whether it should be reor-
ganized and shaken up, is a question which has agitated the minds
of some thinking men. And in so far as all on the board
think alike, perhaps it were better if some of them did not
think alike. It has concentrated the great expense of educa-
tion, so far as the State proper is concerned, in four, soon to be
five, large normal schools, with houses built and business carried
on at an annual cost to the State of nearly 150,000 for the four.
There has been expended so far for these school-houses, board-
ing-houses, etc., over f 00,000. And the cost of maintaining
them for the last twenty years has been nearly half a million.
The cost of an additional school house at Worcester and board-
ing-house at Westfield amounting at least to $200,000 more,
must be added to this before the system is complete.

Some people would be disposed to say, that, if one-half of
this sum had been expended on the already existing academies
and colleges, the results would have been by this time twice as
great. This may be so, but the system as it is, has become the
State system, and now it requires great skill and prudence to
administer it with a wise economy, and a judicious liberality.
The time has come when some of the towns will need assist-
ance from the State, to support the schools within their borders,
and to equalize in that regard the rate of taxation for school
purposes. We must be just to ourselves before we are generous
to others, and we should far sooner liberally support our own
common schools and colleges, created and maintained for the
benefit of the common people, the masses, the average boys and
girls, than give our money to build up mere show places for the
gratification of the aesthetic taste, and aristocratic pride, of a
very few extra scientific gentlemen in a circumscribed locality.
The education of a class of deserving young men, in one of
our up-country colleges, is of more practical, and moral, and
absolute advantage to the State, and to the world, than alcohol
and jars for the preservation of all the reptiles and fish-skins of
every genus and species, that ever flourished in, or came from
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trooic, arctic or antarctic regions. There can be no comparison
between the two. The practically educated brains of Massa-
chusetts boys, must hereafter as heretofore keep her in the in-
fluential position she has so far occupied, and those brains here-
after as heretofore must be mainly educated, after the common
schools, in the common colleges of the Commonwealth. The
competition is between the bug and the boy, and so far in State
benefactions of later dates, the boy has been obliged to suc-
cumb to the bug. We think this should be changed, and that
State benefaction should encourage and sustain our colleges, in
order that our young men may be enabled at reasonable rates,
and with judicious assistance, to obtain such educations as will
enable them to fight the intellectual and practical battles of the
old Bay State at home and abroad, ever bearing in mind that a
pure state of morals must underlie a high state of culture, to
render the latter of any real value in the question of the per-
petuity of a free government. “ Education, without religion,
but makes men clever devils”; of whom Byron, and Aaron
Burr were notable examples.

Regarding the Bureau of Labor Statistics we are greatly in
the dark. It has not as yet furnished any report by which we
can gain any idea of what they have done during the year past,
or of what they intend to do during the year present. We
have no information upon which to base any action or suggest
any legislation. We had supposed that this bureau was organ-
ized in the interests of labor, and for the purpose of furnishing
from year to year such facts and suggestions as would invite
legislation in the interests of the working classes, and in favor
of the educated and skilled laborer. But as it is, the commis-
sion might as well not exist, as to exist to bring forward its
knowledge only after the time for using it has gone by. The
report and the information sought to be given, should be in
possession of the legislature at the beginning of the session, so
as to invite and secure action, if any be required. If the law
in this particular is defective it should be amended. Among
so many of these essentially irresponsible boards, each seeming
to be at work on its own hook, under no well digested system
or intelligent executive head, one gets bewildered and wonders
that things go as well as they do.

Some will say that this bureau has been productive of no
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practical good; that no legislation lias followed upon its
researches or its accumulated facts or figures We do not
know that any practical legislation has been proposed or pro-
cured by it. We only know that it has gathered some impor-
tant information, and if it has not been or is not used for any
practical purposes, perhaps it is not the fault of its officers.

We have strong sympathies for the laborer in his struggle
against the capitalist, and it is our hope that this bureau may
yet be able to devise some methods by which his condition may
be improved, and to suggest some legislation by which his rights
may be better vindicated and preserved. For practical pur-
poses we think the chief of a bureau having reference to the
“ social, educational and sanitary condition of the laboring
classes,” should also, ex officio, be a member of the Boards of
Education, of Health and of State Charities, and in this regard
we would report the following bill.

If he has acquired any practical information let him see if
he can make any practical use of it.

An Act regarding the Bureau of Statistics of Labor.
Be it enacted, <fc., as follows ;

Sect. 1. The chief of the bureau of statistics of labor, whose
inquiries have, by law, special reference to the social, educational
and sanitary condition of the laboring classes, shall be, ex officio,
a member of the boards of education, of health and of state char-
ities.

Sect. 2. This act shall take effect from its passage.

And now, after a careful review of the whole subject, we are
more and more impressed with the idea of the irresponsible na-
ture of these boards and commissions. They seem to be in reality
subordinate to nothing, and responsible to no department of the
government. They perambulate the State, acting entirely
upon their own judgments, and it would seem that it is only
the high personal character of the gentlemen composing these
commissions, which has prevented all sorts of wrong and kept
us from confusion worse confounded. Boards which control
and oversee large expenditures of money are, none of them,
under any responsible head, and instead of being subordinate
to any higher power, would seem to have brought into subor-
dination both the executive and the legislature. Whether it
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were wise that these things should be so, wiser men must
determine. It would seem as if there were some defect or
want of something somewhere. Under the present anomalous
state of things it is hard to tell where that exists, or how it
may be remedied. The enormously increased and increasing
cost of carrying on the government is a matter of the most
serious import; and the whole subject should be thoroughly
scrutinized, and, if possible, reformed and systematized by those
who can devote time, and attention, and brains to the solution
of the problem, which, of itself, would require money to secure
and carry out.

In passing from these subjects of education and labor to a
consideration of the second series of matters in the Order under
which we act, the following remarks may not be inappropriate
under the existing state of things.

The war of the rebellion has been thought by many to have
been the great experiment that was to test the absolute strength
of our institutions, and to prove whether it were possible to
break up the foundation of things or not. We do not think so.
The war struck the Union in its soundest place, and the mere
instinct of self-defence from attacks by force was enough to vin-
dicate our strength of resistance in such cases. It is not the
direct assaults of external violence, but the insidious gnawings
of internal decays, that topple down the strongest fortifications.

When in the providence of God the war against secession
was ended, the power of the constitution to defend itself against
any open attack, —its power of self-defence—was vindicated ;

but there is another war before us, more mighty than that.
Foes more insidious,—enemies more powerful, are gathering,
when the great final test of the strength of our institutions
will come, and the weak places of our system will be tried to
the uttermost. Our institutions are strong, our system will
stand, only so long as truth and righteousness prevail,—only
so long as the people are honest and intelligent,—only so long
as we conform to the great inherent and innate rule of right,
which underlies all law, human and divine.

The foes we have to meet are moral foes. The enemies
that assail us are to be found in the selfish passions of a
depraved human nature. We have to fight covetousness, —we
have to wage war against corruption, and dishonesty, and fraud,

5
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which are to-day controlling, in many places, legislatures,
courts, political offices and ballot-boxes. We have to meet
insubordination everywhere. Illegitimate combinations for
control,—illegitimate organizations for the accomplishment of
selfish objects, prevail everywhere. Monster monopolies, that
overpower all individual responsibility and independence,
spring up everywhere. Capital grows imperious in its demands,
because of its vast power over men ; and labor becomes restive
and truculent, because of its numbers. Aristocracy of wealth
seeks to establish an oligarchy of influence; while the democ-
racy of poverty would force an equality of condition at the
risk of anarchy.

A state of war is often a hot-bed for the growth of evil pas-
sions and evil desires ; and the results of war are often seen in
an out-cropping and rank growth of moral and political evils
that follow in its wake, and flourish long after the battle
grounds have become cultivated fields. Pestilence and famine
may follow war in morals and politics, as well as in physical
matters.

The lavish expenditures of governments and of individuals
during the war ;—the lack of even a pretence of economy on
the part of those in power, and the ready answer of an enthu-
siastic people, in their generous zeal, to the most extravagant
calls ; —the payment of double, triple and quadruple prices by
government, through incompetent, and careless, and dishonest
officials, for the supply of government wants;—the sudden
and easy acquisition of enormous wealth by all those who had
means of supplying government calls, and who had access to
government patronage ;—has offered a bounty to extravagance
and roguery; and has tended to destroy all sense of honesty
and moral obligation. The ease of raising money, on mere
promises to pay, led still further to extravagances of expend-
iture, for which no decent excuse could be found, until a debt
was created, a great part of which was incurred to pay extra-
ordinary, unnatural, unnecessary and unjust percentages of
gain and of discount; and this accumulating in the hands of
the comparatively few, to be met and paid by the imposition of
taxes upon the many, and those taxes increased to meet the

payment of improper commissions and agencies, devised and
paid to enrich the favored few, to the wrong and injury of the
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many- When the government paid two, or three, or four
prices for what it needed, the few got rich, but it was at the
expense of the many; and the people are defrauded and com-
pelled to pay what, when they know the facts, they feel are, to a
large extent, unjust demands. And when government, to meet
its debts, by many percentages unnecessarily, if not unjustly
too large, borrowed money at large and unnecessary discounts,
and paid large and unnecessary commissions and agencies, it
only added so many more percentages to the burden, and so
much more weight and aggravation to the wrong. And when,
in addition to the extra percentages of gain improperly allowed,
and to the extra percentages of discounts and commissions
unnecessarily submitted to and paid, it added the still further
extra percentage of freedom from taxation, and compelled the
people, who have had none of this extra gain, or discount, or
commission, to pay taxes for the whole, including the taxes of
those who held the government securities, and had the benefit
of these percentages, the many began to feel that they were
overburdened for the few, and thus somehow to feel, that there
was great injustice somewhere, and grew restive at what,
without much consideration, they deemed a personal wrong.
And when interest in immense sums has been paid to individuals
for the use of money actually belonging to tiie government,—
when enormous commissions are allowed to favored parties for
selling government money to those who sought for it without
asking,—when the people’s money was squandered to pay
millions in dividends to cliques and rings of monster cor-
porations, which the people’s generosity had already provided
with ample funds,—the burden began to become unbearable,
and the people to grow still more restive under the infliction.

Hardly any man can aspire to an office unless he is ready
and willing to spend money to procure it; and few men seek
office unless to make it pay. Formerly, in seeking after office,
the cannibal crowd looked to devour their enemies; now they
ruthlessly seek to feed on their own friends and relations; and
wrongs innumerable are perpetrated to gratify the hungry
horde. The people have become the bond-slaves of caucus
managers, and central committees, and delegations, who concoct
everything and control everything. The rich man grows richer,
while the poor man makes little or no headway. The old
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equality of condition, that formerly so happily prevailed, and
was one of the greatest and best elements of freedom and sta-
bility, and that found among us so few poor and so few rich,
has passed away, and times of great inequalities are at hand,
coming, too, when no strong hereditary government, with
standing armies, can keep the peace, if the people, in whom
the power lies, choose not to have it so.

Labor in this country is a political power,—a power to be
wielded and used for political purposes,—a power, in the aggre-
gate, irresistible. And in so far as it is lacking in intelligence
and honesty,—in culture and education, intellectual and moral,
—in patriotism, unselfish and self-sacrificing,—and in those
broad and solid, and comprehensive, and common-sense and
practical views of men and things, and their relative relations,
which can come only from education and study, and earnest
thought, and integrity of purpose, it will prove a power for
mischief rather than good,—a power to be swayed by narrow
views, and superficial considerations, and mercenary motives.
But it is a power of mighty force,—one not to be despised or
disregarded, but rather to be educated and conciliated, and
wisely and honestly dealt with. It is the power which is to try
the strength of our system, whenever, conscious of its strength,
combined and organized, it shall cease to be Christian and sub-
ordinate, and shall become infidel and licentious. It should
not, therefore, be left to itself, for ignorance and selfishness
never produce good fruit, but only vice and crime. Neither
should it be left to the leadership of demagogues and small
politicians, who will plot only mischief, and will be the first to
betray the real rights of those whom they have duped into
danger. Wealth and education and position should seek to
conciliate, and ameliorate, and ennoble and elevate labor, by
honestly respecting its rights, by yielding to its just demands,
by honoring its deserving children, and by imparting to its
followers intellectual and moral advantages which shall engen-
der self-respect and virtuous emulation, in view of high reward.

The poor man cannot, in very many cases, get his rights in
court, because the cost is too great; and he submits to extor-
tion and loss for very lack of means to vindicate his cause, and
particularly so when moneyed combinations wish to appropriate
his labor or his brains to enrich themselves, without any ade-
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quate compensation to him. Labor finds itself at constant war
with capital, because capital demands extravagant percentages
of gain, which, in the end, the laborer must contribute to pay.
Hence his necessaries of life enhance in value beyond his wages,
and he grows restive, and seeks to force a change by the use of
means of very questionable, if not ofvery dangerous, tendencies.
Bad men every where foster the bad passions of the people,
from bad motives and for bad ends; and weak men, easily
prejudiced, easily excited, pull down what they cannot rebuild,
and, in thinking to “ escape the ills they feel, fly to ills they
know not of.” Weak men, of narrow scope and comprehension,
mere politicians, are put in positions of influence and power,
and are expected to devise ways to meet these evils and these
tendencies, without ability to appreciate the dangers, or genius
to conceive a remedy, or capacity to array and control the
means necessary for the emergency.

The rich men, and the managers of combined capital, seem-
ingly unaware of the danger, bate no jot of their requirements,
make no relaxation of their rates, make no concessions to the
growing sentimentand the political managers and officials,
who must be either men of wealth, or the servants of such,
careless or blind, spend their time in party manipulations and
political manoeuvres, and in playing for purely political or
pecuniary ends, instead of seeking, like honest men, or like
wise and far-seeing men, to protect and enhance the industrial
interests of the country. If they attempt to do anything for
the cause of labor, it is, as demagogues, by appealing to the
passions, or by catering to skin-deep wants of men, in some low
and superficial way, that evinces small comprehension of causes,
and less foresight of results.

There is a feverish excitement all abroad that bodes no good.
The many will think that by change they have much to gain,
but nought to lose ; and changes, once begun, will be the more
violent and destructive because ill-directed and uncertain. We
have got past the days of control by the wisest and the best,
and we must pay the penalty bye-and-bye. Government is
looked upon as something outside of, and separate from, the
people; as a power to be resisted, or to be got at and controlled
in other interests than those of the people. Capital and labor,
which should harmonize, and think and act for the common
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good of both, in order to secure the welfare of each, are made
antagonistic, by wilfulness on the one hand, and ignorance
on the other. The great problem of labor, and its relations to
capital and to government, is not to be wrought out by fractions
of a day’s time, or percentages of a day’s service ; but by deep
and earnest considerations as to what will best make labor
honored and respected, by making it honest and intelligent,
and manly and Christian ; —and as to what will best make labor
remunerative, and give it constant and healthful exercise, and
will make it happiest and holiest, by making it prosperous and
educated, and its offspring healthful and industrious, and intel-
lectual and noble, as good citizens of a glorious republic. The
great problem of capital, and its relations to labor and to govern-
ment, is not to be wrought out by increases of interest and
diminutions of wages ; but by deep and broad and honest con-
siderations as to what shall enable capital to contribute most to
the general welfare of the people and to the protection of the
rights ofall;—and as to what will conduce to the commercial,
mechanical, manufacturing and industrial interests of the
country, by giving constant and remunerative employment to
all, by rewarding honest toil, and encouraging honest am-
bition ;—and as to what shall tend to perpetuate our free insti-
tutions in the hands and control of a free and enlightened, an
honest, industrious and Christian working people. Labor must
cease to regard capital as its enemy, and capital must cease to
regard labor as its tool;—and the capitalist and laborer must
act in friendly concert as those who may change relations with
the changing years.

In considering the second branch of the Order under which
your Committee was organized, and which relates to the indi-
rect taxation of the people, there are various subjects which
would seem to demand attention. There are some matters
where the redress of grievances should be placed directly in the
hands of the people. There are others in which the legislature
should apply the remedy. One of those where a remedy may
be placed directly in the hands of an injured party is found in
a law regarding the sale of intoxicating drinks, embracing a
principle which one of your Committee had the honor to submit
to our legislature for consideration many years ago, and which
renders the seller of intoxicating drinks, and the owner of the
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premises where they are sold, responsible for any damages
resulting from the intoxication of the party purchasing. The
principle is a good one, and commends itself to the sense of
right and justice among the people. It places the responsibility
where the profit is made, and puts in the hands of those who
may be wronged and injured the means of prevention and re-
dress. Exasperated feeling, and a sense of wrong, work in the
direction of retributive justice and right, and thus the effective-
ness of the law is greatly increased. We are aware that there
is now on our statute book a law containing some of the feat-
ures of this; but it is so characteristic of that peculiar manip-
ulation which of late years has so gingerly approached and
treated these subjects, that it possesses little force, and invites
no action. If there should be any law in that direction, it
should be a strong law, commending itself to the common sense,
and sense of justice, of those who are expected to take advan-
tage of it, a law for the common people.

In this connection, also, a stringent law against any sale of
adulterated liquors would also seem to furnish to the people
some power of personally reaching and avenging themselves
upon an enemy they should be glad to reach and attack in any
way. To this no one could possibly object, who does not desire
to live by fraud.

In these, as well as in some other matters embraced in the line
of our labors, we are aware we are somewhat upon the same
ground as other committees. Nevertheless, as Kilpatrick and
Custar and Sheridan did not hesitate to raid within the depart-
ments of other commanders, we have deemed it our duty to
consider some of these things which so clearly affect the indi-
rect, if not direct taxations of the people. We therefore pre-
sent our views for the consideration of those who authorized us
to act, and would report the following bill:—

An Act regarding Damages Resulting from Intoxication, and other purposes.
Be it enacted, <fc., agfollows:

Sect. 1. That every husband, wife, child, parent, guardian, em-
ploye, or other person or party, or body politic, or corporation
whatever, who shall be injured in person, property or means of
support, or who shall have been called upon to spend money by any
partially or wholly intoxicated person, or in consequence of the
intoxication, habitual or otherwise, of any person, shall have a right
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of action for all damages sustained, as well as for exemplary dam-
ages, severally or jointly, against any person or persons, who shall,
by selling or giving intoxicating liquors of any kind, have occasioned
the intoxication, in whole or in part, of such person so wholly or
partially intoxicated as aforesaid, and against the person or persons
or party occupying or using the room or premises where such
liquors were sold or given away, and against the owner or lessee of
the building leasing the same with knowledge or reasonable cause to
believe that intoxicating liquors are to be so sold or given away
therein, or having leased the premises for other purposes knowingly
permits such liquors to be sold or given away therein. Such action
shall be in tort, to be brought before any court of competent juris-
diction, and any such sale or giving away shall work a forfeiture of
the rights of any lessee or tenant of the premises where the same
may occur.

Sect. 2. Any person or party who shall sell adulterated liquors
of any kind shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall be subject
to a fine, if a retailer only, of not less than fifty nor more than one
hundred dollars for each offence; and if a wholesaler, of not less
than one hundred nor more than five hundred dollars for each
offence; the same to be recovered before any court of competent
jurisdiction, and paid, one-half to the complainant and the other
half to the Commonwealth.

There was one matter which would have legitimately come
before us under the second branch of the Order, under which
we have acted, and that was the protection of life and limb
from open hatchways and hoistways, in stores and warehouses.
Many lives have been lost, and many persons maimed for life
through these open traps. One of the Committee presented an
Order upon the subject, which was referred and re-referred, with
a result which showed that it was not deemed desirable to
protect life and limb from this kind of danger, although the
proportion of killed and maimed to the number endangered is
perhaps greater than of those exposed at railroad crossings.
Railroad corporations would rarely of themselves maintain
gates at crossings; so owners of open hatchways are hardly
to be expected to rail them in of their own accord, when it
would involve expense and possible delay.

In considering further the second branch of the Order, we
have thought that there could be no subject more germain than
that of railroad fares and freights. The eagerness of railroad
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corporations to roll up large incomes, with little regard to the
interests of the people, for which they were originally organ-
ized and for which it was intended they should always act; and
to do large business coming from distant points and in compe-
tition with other lines,—has led them to impose upon the people
of this Commonwealth, extra and unjust burdens and taxations,
in order to equalize the lower rates adopted to secure a through
business and to keep their receipts and dividends up to the
highest possible point. A manufacturer thirty miles from Bos-
ton is charged three dollars for transportation of a single arti-
cle to Boston by rail, when he can transport the same by wag-
on for one dollar, and when the same thing, after having
reached Boston, is transported back over the same road from
Boston to Chicago, for less than the sum demanded for the
thirty miles within the State. So that a railroad corporation
charges five times as much to one man for transportating an
article thirty miles, as it afterwards charges to another man for
transporting the same article two hundred miles. Manufactur-
ers at Chicopee and Springfield have been obliged to pay so much
larger freights from those places to the West than were paid for
the same class of freights from Worcester to the West that they
could not compete with Worcester manufacturers in the same
trades. The result of this is, that some manufacturers were
driven from localities in our State where they would be glad to
remain and increase to places outside the Commonwealth, en-
tirely by reason of discriminations in railroad charges, by which
parties fifty miles farther from market are called to pay less
than they who are fifty miles nearer. May be these things can-
not be remedied ; but we do not see any desire or effort of the
railroad companies to help Massachusetts men in building up a
business.

A railroad corporation perhaps will refuse to take freight at
a point fifty or sixty miles from Boston, and carry it west,
although the freighter may be willing to pay the same price from
that point that he would have to pay from Boston, and in some
cases even although he may be willing to pay the amount of
the freight from that point to Boston in addition ; and he be
compelled to ship his freight to Boston, and there reship to the
west, although empty cars are going west every day, this to be
done by certain express trains. That the citizens of Massachu-

6
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setts should be obliged to pay fares and freights far beyond
■what the foreigner and citizens of other States are called upon
to do, is in itself an injustice, unless soulless corporations have,
in their laws of trade, changed the moral law of right and
wrong. If there bo direct or indirect taxation enhancing the
living expenses of the people, it would seem to be found here ;

and whatever may be the pretended advantage to the commercial
interests of the Commonwealth, no breach of good faith or of
fair dealing, or of sound morals can justify or sustain such pre-
tention in the long run The people need protection, but how
shall they obtain it ? The simple difficulty lies here: the rail-
road corporations in their increasing power and aggrandize-
ment, becoming careless of public opinion, and even defying
legislative control, and ignoring as far as possible the fact that
they are corporations for the public use and convenience, have
made up their minds that they must make so much money any-
how ; that they must do large through competing business at
such rates as they can get, and then must make the local busi-
ness of those whom they have entirely in their power, make up
the difference. The short end of the lever must be dispropor-
tionately loaded with expense, to balance the long end with its
lighter rates. The result is an absolutely unequal and unjust
discrimination against our own citizens, by corporations that
have been organized for their uses, and for the promotion of
their interests. Thirty years ago, five or six dollars a mile per
year was considered fair remuneration for an annual season
ticket; now eight or ten dollars per mile is wanted for the same
thing; while the business of the road is almost unlimited, and
its income so large, that, in common language, they know not
what to do with it. So long as the corporations will not (and
of themselves they never will), give to the people the redress
they need, it is the privilege, as it is the right, of the people in
this Commonwealth to seek to redress themselves through their
servants the legislature, and to propose and fix a fair tariff of
prices upon corporations that refuse or neglect to make a fair
tariff of their own

We have but few suggestions to make regarding freights be-
yond this, that the proportionate rates as to distances should be
more nearly equalized ; that fewer discriminations should be
made, and that the interests of Massachusetts citizens should be

cherished and protected
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Regarding passenger fares we propose certain rates, which
we believe to be equitable and just. For yearly commutation
tickets from five to three dollars per mile for distances from ten
to fifty miles is enough, and that is about the rate of some of
the best railroads out of New York. Out of Boston the rates
run from eight or twelve dollars to three or five dollars per mile
for like distances. The reason of the difference is hardly obvi-
ous, especially when twenty or twenty-five years ago yearly
tickets from Boston, for short distances at least, were nearly fifty
per cent, less than now.

The rates of yearly tickets on the railroads out of Boston to
the station nearest seven miles, have been,—

Boston and Lowell,. . in 1855, |5O 00 ; in 1871,188.00; difference f 18.00
Boston and Maine, . . 1855, 45 60; 1871, 64 00; “ 18 40
Eastern 1854, 25 00; 1872, 52 00; “ 27.00
Fitchburg, . . . 1851, 44 00; 1871, 56 00; “ 12 00
Boston, Hartford and Erie, - ■ - 48 00; “

-

Boston and Albany, . 1850, 35 00 ; 1871, 55 80; “ 20 80
Old Colony and Newport, 1850, 39.37; 1872, 64,00: « 24.63
Boston and .Providence since 1859, - - 48.00; “

-

varying from five dollars per mile in 1850 to nine dollars per
mile in 1871, from the lowest to the highest of all the roads;
and varying between the several roads in 1850 to 1855, from
five to seven dollars per mile, and in 1871 from about seven to
ten dollars per mile. These discrepancies show an arbitrary
rule, based, one would think, upon what the corporations
thought the people could be made to bear, not upon any regu-
lar system or calculation of cost and fair profit. 8o far as we
have been able to learn, the rates out from New York are about
five dollars for ten miles, taking New Jersey Central as a basis.

Is there any any good reason for the increase of late years
on our roads so far as the people are concerned ? By no means.
The only reason must be increase of price to pay dividends on
increased and watered stock, that is an increase of a hun-
dred per cent, to pay stockholders twenty per cent, on their
original stock, in the shape of ten per cent, on their doubled-up
stock. And so are the people taxed for the benefit of capital,
even when the tax amounts to a double interest on a double
dividend. The evil will be most assuredly cured, unless the
influence of the railroad companies is sufficient to control things
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in opposition to the interests of the people, in which case, may
be, a cure will by and by come, that will be a vengeance for a
vindication.

Some of these railroad corporations, indeed, assume a high
tone of defiance, and claim that, by some former legislation se-
cured in their interests, they cannot be interfered with, and
are in these particulars beyond legislative control, until after
they shall earn and pay ten per centum per annum dividends.
Of course it is easy to manipulate matters in such a manner
as that earnings of twenty per cent, should never net to stock-
holders over ten per cent, on their stock. One great tendency
of these times, and one great evil, is that railroads, while
they are made to pay good dividends to stockholders, are man-
aged entirely, as means of speculation, by and for their directors
and managers, and the ring that is needed to manipulate the
thing for these purposes It is very well perhaps to defy a leg-
islature. It is certainly a shrewd thing to manipulate one to
the purposes of these corporations. They are always asking
for authority to compel people to their terms, but refuse to re-
ciprocate, and violently, perhaps sometimes imprudently, some-
times adroitly, refuse when the people ask them to yield to their
terms.

We have not called before us the railroad companies know-
ing well that the result would be unsatisfactory, and knowing
that from the figures already given there was no definite system
or unity of system on the part of the several corporations, ex-
cept perhaps the single one of making Massachusetts people
pay all they will bear, to enable them to do work for other
people at less compensation.

Whatever rules may be made, they must be to a great degree
arbitrary. An adjustment satisfactory to everybody is impos-
sible. An adjustment satisfactory to the corporations is not to
be expected. Aware that the people demand something of the
kind, we have determined to report the following bills for the
consideration of the legislature and its constituency:—

An Act relating to Railroad Freights.
Be it enacted, sc., as follows:

Sect. 1. All and every corporation, person or party owning,
controlling or operating any railroad, or portion of a railroad, in
this Commonwealth, shall receive, transport and deliver all freights
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brought to them with despatch, and for a reasonable compensation ;

but no such corporation, person or party, shall charge or receive,
for the transportation of freight, for any distance on their roads, a

greater sum than the price which is at the same time charged or
received for like freights transported over any like or greater dis-
tance on the same road.

Sect. 2. Whenever any party shall furnish with reasonable
regularity a car-load, or will pay for such car-load, the corporation
shall furnish cars for the use of such party, or theparty may furnish
his own oars, for the transportation of his freight; and no such
railroad corporation, person or party, shall discriminate as between
different parties furnishing similar kinds of freight, or car-loads, or
loaded cars within this Commonwealth.

Sect. 3. Any party furnishing freight to any such corporation,
person or party, shall have the right to provide and furnish his own
freight cars, which shall be received and hauled, and the freight
handled and delivered (and reloaded if freight be furnished), and
returned to the owner with despatch. In the meantime, such cars
shall be in the custody and care of such corporation, person or
party, who shall employ the same for the exclusive use of the
owner thereof, and shall be responsible for the proper use and care
of the same, while in their charge. For the freights transported for
any distance in such cars, such corporation, person or party, shall
receive no greater sum or sums than the price which is charged for
any like work done, for any other party, for any like or greater dis-
tance on the same road.

An Act relating to Railroad Fares.
Be it enacted, cfc., asfollows:

Sect. 1. All and every corporation, person or party owning,
controlling or operating any railroad or portion of a railroad within
this Commonwealth, shall, at all times furnish single passenger
tickets, over their respective roads, for a price not exceeding three
cents per mile per passenger, for distances not less than three
miles; and for any less distance than three miles, not exceeding ten
cents in all.

Sect. 2. All and every such corporation, person or party, shall
at all times furnish single passenger tickets at a rate not exceeding
two and a half cents per mile for the round trip, from any one
station to any other station, not less than two miles distant on their
respective roads and return.

Sect. 3. All and every such corporation, person or party, shall
at all times furnish single passenger coupon, or package tickets, at a
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rate not exceeding two cents per mile, for not less than four miles :

provided, that the number of tickets or coupons purchased at one
time, shall not be less than twelve, and the amount paid not less
than five dollars.

Sect. 4. All and every such corporation, person or party, shall
furnish single commutation or season passenger tickets, once a day
each way, for six days in a week, at a rate not exceeding ten dollars
per mile, per year, for five miles and under, and eight dollars per mile
per year from five to ten miles, and seven dollars per mile per year
from ten to fifteen miles, and ranging from seven to four dollars per
mile per year, according to distances, from fifteen to fifty miles.

Sect. 5. All and every such corporation, person or party, shall
at all times furnish any and all tickets by them respectively kept
and sold, whenever the same may be called for at the open ticket-
office.

Sect. 6. Any ticket sold by any such corporation, person or
party, and any railroad ticket sold in this Commonwealth by any
railroad corporation, or party controlling a railroad, or their agents,
shall be good to the party holding the same for the whole distance,
and to the destination for which the same was purchased, whether
it be used at one continuous trip, or at intervals between stations,
and any ticket shall be good either way between the terminal
stations for which it was purchased.

Sect. 7. Whenever railroad tickets are sold within this Com-
monwealth by any railroad corporation or party controlling a rail-
road, or their agents, accommodations corresponding with the
character of the ticket shall be furnished the party holding the
same, to all places where such ticket is available, nor shall any such
party be compelled to pay any further sum for any superior accom-
modations for lack of such as the ticket contemplates, under penalty
to the party selling the same of ten times the value of the tickets
sold, to be paid to the party purchasing.

Sect. 8. No person shall be ejected from a railroad car who
produces a ticket or check which he believes entitles him to a ride,
and who will give his name and residence, but the conductor shall
take his name and residence, and he shall be liable to arrest and
prosecution ifhe have been guilty of any infraction of the laws.

Sect. 9. All and every corporation, person or party owning,
controlling or operating any railroad or portion of a railroad within
this Commonwealth, whose net earnings or dividends, or whose rate
of payment for the use ofany railroad or portion thereof, shallbe equal
to eight per centum per annum upon the capital stock of therailroad
or portion thereof so owned, controlled or operated, shall at all
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times furnish single passenger tickets at a rate not exceeding two
cents per mile for the round trip, from any one station to any other
station, not less than two miles distant and return, upon the several
railroads owned, controlled or operated to them respectively.

Sect. 10. All and every corporation, person or party named in
the last preceding section, shall at all times furnish single passenger,
coupon or package tickets, at a rate not exceeding one and a half
cents per mile for distances not less than four miles : provided, the
number of coupons or tickets purchased at one time shall not be less
than eight, and the amount paid not less than five dollars.

Sect. 11. All and every corporation, person or party named in
the last two preceding sections, shall furnish single commutation or
season passenger tickets, once a day each way for six days in a week,
at a rate not exceeding eight dollars permile peryear for five miles
and under, six dollars per mile per year from five to ten miles, five
dollars per mile per year from ten to fifteen miles, and ranging thence
from five to three dollars per mile per year, according to distances,
from twelve to fifty miles for a yearly ticket.

Sect. 12. All and every corporation, person or party, owning,
controlling or operating any railroad or portion of a railroad within
this Commonwealth, shall furnish accommodations equal to the
reasonable wants and requirements of the people living on the line
of the same ; and shall provide such stations, trains and cars, and at
such places and times, as shall meet the reasonable demand of such
people. In case the inhabitants of any city, town or village, living
on the line of any railroad shall require additional accommodations,
and the same be not furnished upon proper representations, they
may petition the railroad commissioners, provided such petition be
signed by not less than one hundred such inhabitants; and the com-
missioners after hearing the parties may pass such order as the cir-
cumstances may require, and the same shall be binding upon the
parties. If either party is dissatisfied with such order they may
appeal to the supreme judicial court, or any judge thereof, at any
time, and such court or judge shall appoint three commissioners,
who shall hear the parties, and their decision, approved by the
court, shall be final.

Sect. 13. Any breach of any of the provisions of this act shall
subject the offender to an action for any damages accruing to any
party by reason thereof, and also to a fine of not less than twenty-
five dollars, nor more than one hundred dollars, for each offence, to
be recovered by complaint before any court of competent jurisdic-
tion, and paid, one-half to the complainant and one-half to the
Commonwealth.
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A good deal has been said, for some years past, in relation to
the running of cheap trains, morning and evening, for the
accommodation of artisans, laborers and others, who are driven
from the cities by high rents, and who seek, in the country, health
and comfort in homes of their own. It is certainly desirable, that
this class of persons should become owners of the soil; they
will be more patriotic, more conservative, more subordinate to
law and order, and better citizens in every way. To this end
they should be encouraged to purchase and own homes in the
country, and it is for the interest of the people and of the
State, that every facility should be afforded them for this pur-
pose. Cheap means of passage to and from their homes and
their work; just so much affects the question of rents and
living expenses, and while they are entitled to the cheapest
possible rates of transit, the railroads, in our judgment, will
themselves be pecuniarily large gainers, by furnishing the
cheap facilities. We do not care to enlarge upon this, but
would report the following bill for the consideration of the
legislature: —

An Act relating to Cheap Morning and Evening Trains to and from Boston.
Be it enacted, cfc., as folloios:

Every railroad corporation or party owning or controlling a
railroad running out from Boston, shall furnish, each day, a
morning train in, and an evening train out (or suitable cars
attached to other trains), and reaching and leaving Boston at or
about six o’clock, A. M. and P. M., or at such hours as may be
fixed by the railroad commissioners, for distances not exceeding
fifteen miles, for mechanics, artisans and others, to whom for such
trains they shall furnish yearly season tickets, at a rate not exceeding
three dollars per mile per year, good once a day each way, for six
days in a week, and quarterly tickets not exceeding one dollar per
quarter per mile : provided , the number of such mechanics, artisans
and others shall not be less than two hundred.

Regarding Street Railways we start with the proposition,
that there is nothing but light and air which the whole system
of our government intended should be more free and unob-
structed to the people than highways. Every man, as well
all men, have a right to the free use of the highway, and can be
deprived of it only for public uses and for a proper compen-
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sation. Street railways are usurpers. They limit and cramp
the free use and enjoyment of the highway. They pay no
money consideration for this either to the people collectively or
individually. They only promise certain conveniences and
facilities which the people could readily provide for themselves.
If this is taking property for public uses, and paying for it in
the constitutional sense, very well. But such taking or use
must be for the uses and benefit of the people. The inherent
right to the free use of the highway which is curtailed, must be
in some way compensated to each and all of the public. The
theory, we suppose to be, that they furnish for public use what
otherwise the public would not possess. The same might be
said of those obnoxious old turnpikes and toll-bridges through-
out the State. If this furnishing of accommodations is the
compensation, it cannot be adequate as compensation, unless
fully adequate to the wants of the public. And such accom-
modations must keep pace with the growing wants of the
people, or the contract is broken. A street railway is a public
highway, subject to certain rights of the corporation for the
expense of laying it down and maintaining it. Any one can
use it to a certain extent, and any one ought to be allowed to
use it, for any legitimate purpose, upon paying a reasonable
price. Any street railway company should fully enter upon
and use any other street railway, under reasonable restrictions,
and for a reasonable compensation, if the public convenience
in any manner require it. Street railways should remain in
the category of highways, subject to public use, under the
direction of the highway authorities, and subject to the right
of the people at any time to take them and improve them as
public highways for passengers and freight, not only in cities
and towns, but from town to town in the Commonwealth.

In the arguments for street railway corporations it is
assumed that they are private monopolies, who have essentially
the right to manage their railways as purely private property,
not to be interfered with, and with regard to which the public
have few rights, except what they may graciously accord to
them. This is a mistake, and the sooner it is practically cor-
rected the better for the people.

Upon this we submit the following bill:—
7
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An Act relating to Street Railway Fares.
Be it enacted, tfc., asJollows:

Sect. 1. The rates of fare on all horse railways, centering or
running into the city of Boston, shall not exceed five cents per pas-
senger for any distance not exceeding six miles, or for any distance
within the limits ofany city or town ; and for any distance otherwise
than within the limits of any city or town not more than eight miles,
the rate shall not exceed one cent per mile; and for any distance
more than eight miles the rate shall not exceed one and one-half
cents per mile per passenger.

Sect. 2. In other cities and towns, not communicating with
Boston, the rates of fare on horse railways shall not exceed five
cents for any distance not more than two and a half miles, and for
any further distance shall not exceed two cents per mile.

Sect. 3. Horse railway companies shall furnish suitable cars and
accommodations for the delivery and reception of passengers to and
from steam railroad stations in their respective cities and towns
where the same can be done, under the direction of the town and
city authorities.

Sect. 4. All street or horse railway companies, and all parties
controlling or operating the same, shall furnish accommodations
equal to the wants and reasonable requirements of the people
desirous of using the same, and shall provide such cars and run
them at such times as shall meet the reasonable demands of such
people. If the inhabitants of any city, town, village or precinct liv-
ing on the line of such railway shall require additional accommoda-
tions, and the same be not furnished upon proper representations,
they may petition therailroad commissioners '.provided, such petition
be signed by one hundred such inhabitants; and the commissioners,
after hearing the parties, may pass such order as the circumstances
may require, and the same shall be binding upon the parties. If
either party is dissatisfied with such order they may appeal to the
supreme judicial court, or any judge thereof, and said court or judge
shall appoint three commissioners who shall hear the parties, and
whose decision reported to and approved by the court shall be final.

Sect. 5. The rails of horse railways, whenever the same are in
the travelled highway, shall be constructed with a flat flange and
flat tread; and grooved rails shall not be used except at curves.
In all cases the rails shall be laid so that they can be crossed and
cleared with ease and safety by other wheeled vehicles; and par-
ties owning or controlling horse railways shall be held responsible
for any damage to wheeled vehicles occasioned by their tracks, or
the manner of laying them.

Sect. 6. Any infraction of sections one, two and three of this
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act, shall subject the offender to an action for any damages accruing
to any party, and also to a fine of not less than five nor more than
fifty dollars, to be recovered by complaint before any court of com-
petent jurisdiction, and paid one-half to the complainant and one-
half to the Commonwealth.

In relation to railroads and the supervision which the State
should exercise over them, it is known that State directors sit
in the Boards of the Boston, Hartford and Erie, and Boston
and Albany companies. Upon this and upon some State repre-
sentation in other railroads, we propose to present our ideas in
the form of a bill whose provisions will explain themselves.

An Act relating to State Representation in the Railway Companies of the Common*
wealth.

Be it enacted , <fc., as follows:
Sect. 1. Within the first ten days of the month of October

next, the governor, by and with the advice and consent of the coun-
cil, shall appoint five directors of the Boston and Albany Railroad
Corporation, one for one, one for two, one for three, one for four
and one for five years, and each year thereafter, one for five years,
removable at the pleasure of the governor, who shall also fill all
vacancies. Such persons shall not directly or indirectly own or
control any stock in said company while directors thereof. They
shall represent the interests of the people of the Commonwealth,
and they shall, with the approval of the governor, designate one of
their number who shall participate in the active management of the
road, in said interests, “with a suitable yearly salary to be paid by
the corporation.

Sect. 2. The governor, with the advice and consent of the coun-
cil, shall in the month of May appoint one disinterested person to
serve for one year, and one for two years, subject to removal, for each
railroad and street railway corporation operating any railroad or
railway within the Commonwealth. These persons shall be called
the state directors of such railroads or railways; but they shall not
own or control any stock in the same, while they are directors
thereof. They shall be duly notified of, and shall attend, directors’
meetings of such companies, and have full and free information of
the business of the same, and shall receive and enjoy from said
companies respectively all the pay and privileges accorded to then-
directors, with the right to speak but not to vote at directors’
meetings.

Sect. 3. Such directors shall represent the interests of the
people of the Commonwealth, as connected with said companies
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respectively, so far as may be, and they, as well as the state direct-
ors of the Boston, Hartford and Erie, and the Boston and Albany
Railroad Corporations, shall, if they deem it expedient, make report
in the month of November to the governor, of any matters which
they may deem of advantage to the people, with suitable recom-
mendations. Such reports shall be presented collectively to the
legislature, on or before the second Wednesday of January there-
after.

One material source of delay in legislation is to be found in
the delay of heads of departments, boards and commissions in
furnishing their reports to the legislature. All these contain
matters material to the legislation of the session ; but when
they are not furnished till weeks and months have passed away,
it will be seen that some of the very materials for work are
withheld. We were obliged to spend more than a month, at
considerable expense to the State, in obtaining information
'■which was all the while embodied in the reports of departments
and boards, but which did not reach the legislature till after
4he expense of time and money had been incurred. The
amount of pecuniary loss to the Commonwealth from this state
of things, must in the aggregate be quite large, and it is evi-
dent that the whole matter should be changed and improved.
No one has grappled with this, because it has been easier to go
on in the old way, than to inaugurate a change so far as the
officials were concerned, and because no one of the many com-
mittees has had anything to do with this general question, how-
ever important. Thus the disease or evil becomes chronic, and
disuse creates disability Somehow the legislature should be
furnished with its working tools and materials when it begins
its sessions. The craftsmen should not be idle for the lack of
plans on the trestle board, or tools in the quarry. Another
thing worthy of note in this connection is the unnecessary and
expensive voluminousness of many of the volumes of reports
presented, as if the State was expected to be a publishing house
of dissertations and essays upon general subjects, rather than
upon those which are or may be matters of legislation. Reports
to the legislature should contain matters relating to subjects of
legislative action, and those cognate thereto. Beyond that, they
are fancy publications for household reading. Had Solomon or
Hiram filled their trestle boards with landscape drawings, or
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dissertations on cottage architecture, the temple would have
come to no completion in their day ; or had Zerubbabel, Ezra
and Nehemiah lectured, never so wisely, on fancy farming or
excavations on the site of old Samaria, the walls of Jerusalem
would hardly have gone up against the influences of those old
lobbyists Tatnai and Shetharboznai or Sanballat and Tobiah.

It would seem that the reports can all be submitted in print
as early as the second Wednesday in January, ifthe writers will
only begin their work in season, and that they can certainly do
if they can have their materials ready at hand. We would
therefore recommend the passage of a law enabling and requir-
ing all reports from all officials to be prepared, and the usual
number of copies printed for use, as early as the second Wed-
nesday in January of each year ; that the volumes shall not
exceed 200 printed pages, exclusive of statistical tables ; and
that no more than the usual number shall be printed, unless by
concurrent vote of both houses. And we would further recom-
mend that such heads of departments and officials shall have
the authority to prescribe the time and manner in which the
requisite information shall be furnished to them, from outside
sources, from which to make up their reports.

To enable the financial officers of the government to make up
their reports it will become necessary for them to close up their
accounts and balance their books as early as the first day of
December; and that can be readily done by permission and act
of the legislature, directing certain payments to be made into
the treasury at an earlier day, and authorizing the closing of
the accounts at that time. In this connection also may be em-
braced the determination of the office hours of the clerks and
employes at the state house, which should be uniform and
uniformly observed in proper despatch of the public business.

An Act relating to the time of furnishing Reports by Departments and Officials of the
Commonwealth.

Be it enacted, cfc., as follows :

Sect. 1. Every department, board, commission and official re-
quired by law to report to the executive and legislative branch of
the state government, shall hereafterhave such report ready in print
and presented to the legislature of the Commonwealth as early as
the second Wednesday in January of each year, including the gen-
eral statement and summary from the auditor’s report, but except-
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ing the full report of the auditor, which may be made at any time
in the month of January; but no volume ofreports shall exceed two
hundred pages of printed matter, exclusive of statistical tables.

Sect. 2. Of each of said reports there shall be printed and in
readiness on said second Wednesday in January, for the use of the
executive and legislative departments, the usual number now au-
thorized by law; and no greater number shall be printed, except
upon concurrent vote of both branches of the legislature.

Sect. 3. In order to procure the materials for preparing said
reports in season, where said materials are obtained outside the
offices, the several heads of departments, boards, commissions and
officials, finding it needful or desirable so to do, shall have author-
ity to make such rules and regulations and to prepare and issue
such notices and forms to any and all parties furnishing materials
for such reports as shall secure returns in season for the purposes
contemplated by this act; and such rules, regulations, notices and
forms shall be duly observed and obeyed by the party or parties to
whom they may be sent; and any neglect or delay to conform
thereto shall subject the party or parties to a forfeiture of five dol-
lars per day, for each day after their returns are required to be
made.

Sect. 4. The state treasurer and auditor are hereby authorized
and directed to close their accounts and balance their books on the
last day of November of each year; and all taxes heretofore paid
or allowed to be paid into the treasury in Novemberand December,
and all other payments so made so far as may be practicable, shall
be paid in in the month of October or November; and these officers
are hereby authorized to issue their notices with suitable directions
to all such parties as they may find it necessary or desirable to
notify, requiring them to conform to such rules and orders as they
may find it needful to make to enable them to close their accounts
on said last day of November; which rules and orders they shall
transmit to such parties and publish in their next report; and the
same shall have full effect and be enforced as under the provisions
of section third of this act.

Sect. 5. The first half year in the treasurer’s and auditor’s offices
shall close on the last day of May, and these officers shall be author-
ized to make and promulgate all needed rules and orders to enable
them to accomplish this purpose.

Sect. 6. If any further legislation is found to be desirable to
the more effectually carrying out of this act, as regards the financial
departments, the heads thereof shall indicate the same to the legis-
lature for that purpose.
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Sect. 7. The office hours of all employes and clerks in the
state house, and offices connected therewith, shall be from nine
o’clock in the morning to four o’clock in the afternoon, and shall be
uniform for all, except in cases of sickness or disability. And the
heads of departments and bureaus shall see that all such clerks and
employes are diligent in the performance of their duties during
those hours.

Sect. 8. The heads of departments and boards or bureaus may
give to their employes and clerks leaves of absence, amounting in
all to four weeks in each year : •provided, they be so arranged, that
a sufficient force for the necessary running of the offices, shall
always be present therein.

There is one other matter which we deem of great impor-
tance to the tax-payers of the State, but which for years past
seems to have claimed and received the least attention. We
refer to a close scrutiny and careful understanding by the legis-
lature of ’all bills appropriating money for the expenses of
the government and other purposes. Prom the first week of
the session, bills making appropriations are from time to time
reported and passed, without explanation and without examina-
tion. It seems to have become a custom to leave this whole
thing to a single committee, and submit to whatever they say
or do, with entire docility and confidence. The practice so far
has worked no harm because of the personally high character
of those who have composed that committee ; but this is no war-
ranty for the future, and perhaps it were wise to change the plan.

We think that an appropriation should be made each year
large enough to carry on the government up to the close of
February of the next year, and that then, upon full information
of the estimates made, the appropriation bill for the next
twelve months should be submitted with full explanations to the
careful consideration of the legislature.

The importance of this will appear the moment the proposi-
tion is stated, and attention called to it. The amounts asked
and the amounts appropriated should be compared and under-
stood, and the whole acted upon accordingly. We are sure
this will be better for the interests of the people, and will com-
mend itself to the people as worthy of considerate action.

In view of this state of things and of what is due to the
people, we would report the following bill, whose provisions
explain themselves;—
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An Act relating to Bills for Appropriations of Money.
Be it enacted, cfc., as follows ;

Sect. 1. Appropriations sufficient in amount to carry on the
government up to the first day of March of next year, eighteen
hundred and seventy-three, shall be made at the present session of
the legislature.

Sect. 2. All heads of departments and officials making esti-
mates and calling for appropriations, shall make their reports upon
the same to the secretary of state, on or before the fifteenth of De-
cember of each year, covering the period up to one year from the
next first of March, and the secretary of state shall embody them,
including his own estimates, in one document, of which the usual
number shall be printed and laid before the legislature, on the sec-
ond Wednesday of the succeeding January for its examination.

Sect. 3. On or before the second Wednesday of February, the
committee on finance shall report a bill making appropriations for
the year from the first of March to the first of March of the next
year, having reference to the estimates above mentioned, and giv-
ing reasons for any increase or diminution in the amounts asked for,
and explanations of any extraordinary amounts appropriated.

Sect. 4. The report and bill of the committee shall be printed
for the use and examination of the legislature, and the same shall
be taken up on the third Wednesday of February, and acted upon
until disposed of by the house.

Sect. 5. If the subsequent action of the legislature shall require
additional appropriations, they may be made in a supplemental bill,
setting forth the amounts and the reasons for the same, which
shall be laid before the legislature a sufficient time before its
adjournment to insure its careful consideration.

Sect. 6. Deficiency appropriation bills shall not be encouraged
nor allowed in any case, where the amounts required can be fairly
arrived at by original bills.

Sect. 7. This act shall take effect from its passage.

We do not care to apologize for our Report. From the pecu-
liar circumstances of the case, and the sicknesses and absences,
sometimes much prolonged, and other pressing engagements of
several of the members of the Committee, the principal work of
preparing the Report has devolved upon one whose own physical
weakness has prevented that care and close attention to details
that would be desirable. Our work has been done under many
disadvantages, but we have done honestly what we have done.
We are impressed more and more with the great importance of
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some studied, intelligent and widely comprehensive examination
of the machinery of our State government, by some competent
committee,with plenty ofbrains and genius and time, who shall
see and suggest if any means can be devised to simplify our
complicated machinery, and economize our large expenditures.

In conclusion of our labors, we simply add :—Believing that,
so far as possible, the maintenance and enforcement of laws
should be brought within the scope of public opinion and the
sense of public responsibility, and also that municipalities
should be held to the enforcement of such laws by the authority
of duty, and be answerable for the consequences of any remiss-
ness on their part; believing, also, that in parts of this State
some of the present laws cannot be enforced through the lack
of proper moral sentiment, and through the prevalence of that
vicious principle that anything is justifiable in a commercial
sense,—and as there should be no restriction to trade, there
should be none to appetite ;—we have been induced to prepare
and present, for the consideration of the legislature and of the
people, as well upon our own motion as at the request of very
many intelligent gentlemen, the following bill, as to which,
without fully endorsing or recommending its provisions, we
would ask a candid and careful examination, and a free and
unbiassed judgment. Can such a law be sustained ? Does
it contain elements that will commend it to the approval of
honest men of various ways of thinking ? Is it as restrictive as
most fair-minded men, under the circumstances of the case,
may desire, or as much so as the popular sentiment will ap-
prove ? And is it such as the so-called liberals will accept, as
giving all the license that public safety can well bestow on what
is so constantly, so inevitably, liable to become a public curse ?

Some people think there should be no restriction upon trade.
Many prate considerably about that, meaning, when one comes
down to hard-pan, that there should be no restriction, by the
law, to a man’s making money by any means, although they be
in fraud of the people, who are clamoring for protection. But
the great body of fair-minded, honest people, albeit prejudiced
by their interests, are ready to acknowledge that rum is ever
producing misery and desolation and woe to the people, and
are therefore ready to restrain it within what they call due
bounds. Proffering rum, within such bounds, the sentiment

8
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referred to should accept and sustain the proffer; and as the
present law is, in localities, a dead letter, it is not impossible
that a law such as the one now presented might be accepted
and enforced by a public opinion that would go so far and no
further. We believe rum to be a source of illimitable misery
and suffering and woe, and free rum to be a curse of absolutely
incalculable magnitude to any community. The sale of rum
can recommend no man to the favor of God or the blessings of
human kind. The habitual use of it so surely leads to sin and
shame, that we have no sympathy with any one who may think
that making money in the one case, and the gratification of an
appetite in the other, can compensate, when his accounts are
balanced, and the books of God are closed.

However, taking men as they are, and society as it is, we
submit the following bill for examination and consideration:

An Act regulating the sale of Spirituous and other Liquors in certain Cities and Towns.
Be it enacted , cfc., as follows:

Sect. 1. Once every two years, at the annual meeting for the
election of municipal officers, it shall be competent for the legal
voters of any city or town in favor of a license law to vote license ;

and if a majority of such voters shall vote in favor of license, un-

adulterated spirituous and malt liquors, wines and cider, may be
sold in such city or town under the following provisions of law:—

Sect. 2. The governor, with the advice and consent of the
council, may appoint three disinterested persons in each of such
cities or towns, and fix their compensation, who shall be termed a
Board ofLicense, and who shall be authorized to license one person
for every thousand inhabitants under the provisions of this act.
Such persons so licensed shall be men of good report, who shall
give bonds, to the satisfaction of the board, in sums varying from
five hundred to ten thousand dollars, according to locality and
business, for the faithful performance of their duties under this act,
and to pay all damages that may arise from either selling or giving
away liquor.

Sect. 3. Such persons so licensed shall be authorized to sell
unadulterated spirituous and malt liquors, wines and cider, in quan-
tities not less than one half-pint, the same to be delivered and
carried away from the premises. And no liquors, wines or cider
shall, under any circumstances, be sold to be drank upon such
premises, or be furnished to be drank there under any subterfuge,
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or be sold to minors or to persons intoxicated or in the habit of be-
coming intoxicated.

Sect. 4. Such board may also license, for every one thousand
inhabitants, one hotel for theaccommodation of the traveling public,
which shall be known as such, furnishing food and lodging for such
public, and capable of accommodating, in a city, not less than fifty
guests, and in a town not less than twenty-five guests, to sell un-

adulterated liquors, wines and eider, for the use of such guests; but
such hotel shall not in any case keep or provide an open bar, or
any bar or room whatever, for the sale of liquors by the glass or
otherwise to any one.

Sect. 5. Persons so licensed as aforesaid shall pay a license fee
of not less than one hundred and not more than twenty-five
hundred dollars, at the judgment of the board.

Sect. 6. No other persons, in any such city or town, shall
sell any spirituous or malt liquors or wines, except such druggists
as may be appointed city or town agents, who shall sell only for
medicinal purposes, and who shall, in all cases, purchase their
liquors of the state commissioner.

Sect. 7. Any person so licensed who shall sell adulterated
liquors or wines, or who, being a common seller, shall sell or furnish
to be drank upon their premises, or who, being a hotel keeper, shall
keep any room of resort where liquors may be sold or provided by
the glass, or who shall suffer young men or boys to frequent his
house or furnish them with intoxicating drinks of any kind, shall
forthwith forfeit his license, and shall be liable to a penalty of not
less than fifty nor more than one thousand dollars, to be recovered
by complaint before any court of competent jurisdiction, and paid
one-half to the complainant and one-half to the Commonwealth.

Sect. 8. All license fees, after paying the compensation and
expenses of the Board of License, which shall be audited and ap-
proved by the governor and council, shall be paid into the treasury
of the Commonwealth

Sect. 9. The authorities of such city or town shall be author-
ized summarily to close and abate as public nuisances all drinking
saloons and places, and all places where liquors or intoxicating
drinks may be sold or offered for sale, or traded or given away,
that are not licensed under this act. And the state constabulary
may be called in to seize, take possession of, confiscate and turn
over to the state commissioner, to be distilled into alcohol, all
liquors found by said authorities exposed or kept for sale in unli-
censed places.
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Sect. 10. If any parties are found, in such city or town,
keeping for sale or selling any spirituous or malt liquors, wines or
cider, without license under this act, the state constable, or either
of his deputies, shall, and any other person may, make complaint
before any court of competent jurisdiction against such city or town
for allowing the same to be done, and such city or town shall be
subject to a fine of not less than fifty nor more than five hundred
dollars, to be paid one-half to the complainant and one-half to the
Commonwealth.

Sect. 11. Said board may license restaurants in such city or
town at their discretion, not, however, exceeding one to every five
hundred inhabitants, for the sale of pure lager-bier, and pure light
wines and cider, by the glass, to their customers, for which license
they shall pay a fee of not less than fifty and not more than five
hundred dollars, according to location and business.

Sect. 12. In case any disorderly conduct, disturbance of the
peace or act of intoxication shall occur at any of such restaurants,
or by reason ofanything there sold or drank, or in case there shall be
sold, offered for sale or provided at any such restaurant, any adulter-
ated lager-bier or wines, or beers or wines or cider reinforced with
spirituous liquors, or any spirituous liquor of any kind, its license
shall be forfeited, and the keepers thereof shall be liable to a fine
of not less than fifty or more than one hundred dollars; and if the
authorities of such city or town shall suffer such restaurant to con-
tinue in business after any breach of the provisions of this act,
such city or town shall be liable to a fine of not less than fifty nor
more than two hundred dollars, to be recovered by complaint
before any competent tribunal, and paid one-half to the complainant
and one-half to the Commonwealth.

Sect. 13. In all other cities or towns of this Commonwealth,
druggists or apothecaries selling spirituous or other liquors shall he
appointed city or town agents, and shall in all oases purchase their
liquors of the state commissioner, and any druggist or apothecary
who shall keep or sell adulterated liquors or wines, or shall allow
any liquors to be drank upon the premises, shall forfeit all right to
sell, and shall be punishable by a fine of one hundred dollars
for each offence.

Sect. 14. For the purposes of this act the salary of the state
assayer shall be continued, and he shall assay liquors brought to
him from any licensed dealer or druggist, and his certificate shall
be prima facie evidence regarding the quality of the liquor so
furnished to and assayed by him.
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Sect. 15. In any city or town where no licenses are granted,
the authorities thereof shall see that the law is properly enforced
therein, and if any place be found therein, where, after seven days’
notice to such authorities, any intoxicating liquors are kept or ex-
posed for sale, or sold, or traded, or given away, such city or town
shall be liable to a fine of not less than fifty nor more than five
hundred dollars, to be recovered before any competent tribunal
upon complaint, and paid one-half to the complainant and one-half
to the Commonwealth.

CARROLL D. WRIGHT.
ALFRED B. ELY.
GEO. H. HOYT.
FRANCIS FISHER.
HENRY SPLAINE.

I concur in the foregoing except so much as relates to the
Police Commissioners.

JAS. HUMPHREY.
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The following communication received from a distinguished
citizen of Massachusetts, who desires his name withheld, and
who has given some attention to the subject of commissions, as
developed in this State, we have concluded to give as received,
in corroboration of what we have said on that general sub-
ject:

SUPPLEMENT.

A thorough examination of the system of State government now
in use in Massachusetts, and an investigation into the doings of the
various boards, bureaus and commissions which constitute so large
a portion of its machinery, will doubtless reveal the existence of a
good number of abuses calling for correction. These Ido not pro-
pose to discuss. You have unquestionably better means of getting
at them thanI, and it is to certain defects in the system itself, rather
than its details, to which my attention has been called.

We in Massachusetts are now living under a frame of govern-
ment put together in 1780. The convention of 1820 revised this
only in so far as it was affected by the first nine out of the twenty-
six amendments which have, from time to time, been added to the
original instrument. Of these amendments one only, article seven-
teen, proposed and ratified in 1854-5, affects the framework of the
Executive Department; all the rest relate to other matters which
it is not necessary to recapitulate. It may, therefore, be said
without any material qualification, that the people of this Common-
wealth, in 1872, live under an executive government which was
calculated to meet the needs of the community of 1780. How
few and simple the requirements of those days were, as compared
with those of the present, is made very manifest by a glance at
chapter two, and especially at section four of chapter two, of the
original constitution. A secretary and a treasurer were con-
sidered the only civil officers of the government for which it was
expedient to make any provision, and all the other officers were
military or naval. Since that time it may almost be said our whole
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system of modem civilization, with all its intricate and close con-
nection with the government and laws, has grown up. The Massa-
chusetts of 1780 was a community of only 317,000 inhabitants,
consisting mainly of fisherman and farmers, living in very small
communities, —Boston had but 18,000 inhabitants, —and requiring
for its wants a government scarcely more complicated than that of
an ordinary New England town-meeting. Since then there has
grown up the whole modern system of corporations, including such
interests as insurance, banking, savings banks, manufacturing, rail-
roads, gas companies, &0., &c.,—education has assumed a closer and
closer connection with government; crime has increased with pop-
ulation ; pauperism, then almost unknown, is now an important
problem,—and questions of temperance, labor, police and taxation,
which our ancestors never dreamed of, year by year demand more
attention at the hands of the executive. As a consequence, the
needs of the community long ago exceeded the capacity of the
government, and the original framework had to be enlarged to
meet the exigency. This was accomplished in the usual way.
The cardinal principle of the constitution, as expressed in Article
30 of the Declaration of Rights, that no one department of the
government was ever to exercise any of the powers of either of
the others was practically disregarded, and instead of, as each
exigency was felt, creating the necessary sub-department of the
executive to supply the want, but in strict subordination to the
responsible chief executive, —instead of doing this, the practice of
creating independent, and, to a great degree, irresponsible boards
and commissions came into vogue and has persistently been fol-
lowed down to this time. As a consequence the executive depart-
ment of the government has fallen into a condition almost chaotic.
It may well be that no bureau, board or commission now exists, or
has ever been created, for which a real need did not exist. These
boards, &c., are, and always have been, none the less a species of
independent organizations,—a set of makeshifts fastened into the
original simple framework,—pursuing investigations and dealing
with the community and the legislature without any recognized
subordination in the body politic. As a result, there has necessarily
ensued a want of concentration and a great waste of power.

Under the constitution of the United States, a different course
has been pursued; and, probably, had a different course not been
pursued, the executive machinery would long ago have become so
exceedingly cumbersome that the government could not have gone
on. Congress has, from time to time, created new departments of
the government, and the heads of these departments became cabinet
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officers in direct communication with the chief executive, and
responsible to him. Various bureaus, commissions, etc., have also
been created, whenever a need for them has been felt, but always
in connection or subordination to some department, thus making a
regular executive hierarchy,—being, in all these respects, entirely
different from the Massachusetts system.

Again : take the charter now under discussion in the New York
legislature, to meet therequirements ofNew York city,—as difficult
a case to provide for as can be adduced. A copy of this document
I enclose for your examination. Article 111. provides for the Ex-
ecutive Power, and Article IV. provides for the Executive Depart-
ments. There are, you will notice, eight departments, all in direct
subordination to the mayor, the chief executive. These depart-
ments, again, are subdivided into bureaus, where such subdivision
is necessary, (as in sections 37 and 50), and thus every interest with
which the government may be called upon to concern itself finds its
proper place in a recognized department of government, and in
proper connection with the chief executive.

Now I would confidently submit two propositions for your con-

sideration in this much-discussed matter of commissions, both of
which, I maintain, are apparent from the facts I have here stated:

First. The existing system of Massachusetts commissions is an
awkward, unwieldy, cumbersome machinery, which has gradually
grown up in response to a real want, and which ought to be radi-
cally reformed; but,

Second. The way to reform it is, not to try to go back to the
days ofsimple things, and to pretend that no machinery is necessary
now more than was necessary ninety years ago ; but the reform, to
be anything more than a mere sham, must be nothing less than a
complete renovation of the government, and its thorough adapta-
tion in its parts to the requirements of the civilization of 1872.
When the people are ready for this, and not till then, can they
reform away the whole present system of commissions. Until that
time, they may destroy them one year, but it will only result in
restoring them with others the next.
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Of Parties connected with the several Departments op
the State in 1871.

Executive Department.
William Claflin, Governor, |3,000 00
Joseph Tucker, Lieutenant-Governor, pay and mileage, . . 3,370 00
M. S. Underwood, Councillor, pay and mileage, . . . 2,028 00
William L. Reed, Councillor, pay and mileage, . . . 1,385 00
Henry G. Crowell, Councillor, pay and mileage, .

.
. 1,260 00

Jonathan B. Winn, Councillor, pay and mileage, . . . 1,277 00
Sylvander Johnson, Councillor, pay and mileage, . . . 1,993 00
Jonas Fitch, Councillor, pay and mileage, .... 1,110 00
John F. Harris, Councillor, pay and mileage, .... 1,260 00
E. B. Stoddard, Councillor, pay and mileage, .... 1,520 00
Charles H. Taylor, Governor’s Secretary, .... 2,500 00
W. H. D. Eaton, Governor’s Messenger, ..... 1,200 00
A. AV. A. DeLeon, Assistant-Messenger, 1,000 00
A. G. Newell, Pago, 000 00
E. F. Starbuck, Copyist, ........ 1,200 00
J. M. M. Starbuck, Copyist, 488 17
G. D. Russell, Copyist, 4SS 17
11, I. Clarke, Copyist, 451 11
M. L. Dowdell, Copyist, 200 33
M, A. AV. Bakeman, Copyist, 105 59

$28,592 37
Secretary’s Department.

Oliver Warner, Secretary, ....... $3,500 00
Charles AV’. Lovett, Ist Clerk, 2,000 00
Benjamin C. Piper, 2d Clerk, 1.700 00
William Harris, Extra Clerk, 1,300 00
11. J. Coolidge, Extra Clerk, 1,300 00

David Pulsifer, Extra Clerk, 1,300 00

Edward Strong, Extra Clerk, 7,300 °0

E. P. Robinson, Extra Clerk 7,390 00

Amount carriedforward, Sl3,< 00 00

COMPENSATION
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Amount broughtforward, $13,700 00

Samuel R.'Slack, Extra Clerk, 1,300 00
Thomas Prince, Extra Clerk, ....... 1,300 00
Alanson Hawley, Extra Clerk,. .

. . . . 1,300 00
Henry B. Wood, Extra Clerk, 1,300 00
G. Julian Harney, Extra Clerk, ...... 1,300 00
Edward Warner, Extra C1erk,....... 793 48
Effie P. Warner, Extra Clerk, ....... 720 00
Mary R. Walleott, Extra Clerk, 300 00
Lewis Hayden, Messenger, 1,200 00
Other services, . . 5C5 00

823,723 43
Treasurer’s Department.

Charles Adams, Jr., Treasurer, ...... $3,330 05
Jacob 11. Loud, Treasurer, to January 18, . . . . 109 33
D. 11. Rogers, Ist Clerk, ........ 2,500 00
Joshua Phippon, Cashier, ........ 2,000 00
Artemas Harmon, 2d Clerk, ....... 2,000 00
David Wilder, Extra Clerk, 1,300 00
Charles D. Fullerton, Extra Clerk, to May31,.... 541 00
John Q. Adams, Extra Clerk, from May 22, . . . 793 24

$12,034 00
Auditor’s Department.

Charles Endicott, Auditor, . $3,500 00
E. S. Davis, Ist Clerk, 2,200 00
Augustus Brown, 2d Clerk, ....... 2,000 00
William D Hawley, Extra Clerk, 1,300 00
Albert Carter, Extra Clerk, 1,300 00

$10,300 00
Legislative Department.

Stephen N. Gilford, Clerk of Senate, $3,000 00
W. S. Robinson, Clerk of House, 3,000 00
John Morissey, Sorgeant-at-Arms, 3,000 00
William P. Dean, Engineer, ....... 1,500 00
W. S. Stoddard, Watchman, ....... 1,200 00
J. N. Tolman, Watchman 1,200 00
Edward Rolfe, Watchman, . . . . . . 1,200 00
William Goodhue, Watchman 1,200 00
Lewis Gaul, Watchman, ........ 1,000 00
Bartholomew Hartley, Fireman, ...... 700 00
JamesKillen, Fireman, $2.50 per day,

Amount carried forward, $17,000 00
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Amount brought forward, $17,000 00

Doorkeepers, Messengers, §-c., 1871.
Senate,—

Henry O. Road, Doorkeeper, .... SSGO 00
S. W. Edgell, Assistant-Doorkeeper, . . . 855 00
L. M. Hayden, Messenger, 720 00
Frank W. Lane, Messenger, .... 720 00
John F. Doherty, Messenger, .... 715 00
John F. Duffy, Messenger, 055 00
Hira W. Bates, Messenger, ..... 040 00
C. F. P. Knowles, Page, 540 00
Charles Foster, Pago, 570 00

House, —
Charles E. Horne, Doorkeeper, .... $BOO 00
Thomas J. Tucker, Jr., Assistant-Doorkeeper, . 800 00
O. F. Mitchell, Postmaster, 800 00
Cyrus Hall, Messenger, . . . . . 715 00
George S. Lemoyno, Messenger, . . . . 755 00
Henry B. Thayer, Messenger, .... 008 00
EM. Alexander, Messenger, .... 050 00
D. N. Granger, Messenger, . . . . . 715 00
George C. Clapp, Messeng&r, .... 720 00
Asa D. Smith, . . . . . . . 010 00
Thomas Plunkett, 715 00
William 11. Graves, . . . . . . 715 00
Aldcn B. Weston, 2d, 710 00
J. H. Brewster, 010 00
Henry D. Rogers, Page, 530 00
Charles S. Hart, Pago, 570 00

$17,010 00
The following persons were employed occasion-

ally as acting messengers during the session :
William M. Wise, .... $33 00
D. A. Martin, 35 00
Humphrey Jameson, . . . . 35 00
Thomas P. ValUe, . . . . 35 00
George II Simmonds, . . . . 30 00
H. E. Burton 24 00
Amasa H. Tolman, . . . . 24 00

2lB 00
517,834 00

William 11. Porter, for completing Bounty Records (work
ended with the year 1871), ....... 2,000 00

$30,834 00
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Adjutant-General’s Department.

James A. Cunningham, Adjutant-General, .... $2,500 00
Nehemiah Brown, Ist Clerk, ....... 2,000 00
WilliamE. Wilson, Extra Clerk, 1,500 00
W. A. Kezar, Extra Clerk, 1,500 CO
P. C. Conway, Extra Clerk, ....... 1,080 00
E. H. Clapp, Extra Clerk, to May 15, ..... 487 49
Charles Millett, Extra Clerk, to May 15, ..... 487 49
J. A. Bowdlear, Extra Clerk, to May 15, 450 00

State Arsenal.
S. E. Chamberlain, Superintendent, to December 1, . . 916 05
J. 11. Cates, Employe, 801 25
J. O’Brien, Employd, ........ 802 00
Coleman Connelly, Employe, ....... 730 00
Arthur Millett, employed but a short time, .... 300 00
Other Assistants, ......... 90 00

$13,050 89
Surgeon-General’s Department.

William J. Dale, Surgeon-General, $2,500 00
William C. Capellc, Ist Clerk, 2,000 00
Frederick L. Cutting, 2d Clerk, ...... 1,500 00
William Cline, Messenger, ....... 1,200 00

$7,200 00
Attorney-General’s Department.

Charles Allen, Attorney-General, $3,500 00
James C. Davis, Assistant Attorney-General, .... 1,800 00
Kent of office, 700 00

$6,000 00
Deputy Tax-Commissioner’s Department.

D. A. Gleason, salary, $2,500 00

Clerks.
A. J. Morton, $1,700 00
S. W. Ilathcway, 1,500 00

3,200 00
Extra Clerks.

E. A. Tong, $825 00
A. M. Grover, 900 00
H. F. Knapp 095 00
C. G. Ewer, 825 00
F. M. Harmon, ....... 749 00

Amounts carried forward, .... $3,994 GO $5,700 00
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Amounts brought forward, .... §3,994 GG 15,700 00

M, T. R. Tong 715 00
L. S. Coffin, 050 00
E. 11. Clarke, 035 17
J. S. Jackson, 370 00
M. 11. Harlow, . .

.
. . . . 414 00

M. A. W. Bakeman, ...... .322 00
E. E. Cummings, 38G 00
E. P. Simmons, 317 00
E. F. McConnell, ...... 342 00
F. M. Weed, 350 00
A. 11. Lowell, 228 00
L. 11. Prince 274 00
S. S. Bird, 240 00
S. L. Washburn, ...... 00 00
A. Wells, 23 00
E. M. Harlow, 20 00
S. G. Marchant, 10 00
M. C. Keeler, 30 00
Joseph G. Martin, ...... 300 00
A. B. Stevens, . 60 00

9,087 83

§15,387 £3

The above clerks arc employed in performing the regular duties of the de-
partment.

Commissioner of Corporations.
D. A. Gleason, Commissioner, salary, §5OO 00

Clerks.
E. A. Tong, 575 00
11. F. Knapp, 75 00
C. G. Ewer, ....... 75 00
S. S. Bird 00 00
M. Allen, 00 00
11. A Davis, ....... 00 00
A. Wells, 00 00
S G. Marchant, .

00 00
S. L. Washburn 40 00

505 00
Expenses State Valuation.

E. 11. Clarke, §195 00
M. 11. Harlow 195 00

Amounts carried forward, .
• ■ §390 00 §1,065 00^
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Amounts brought forward, .... $390 00 $1,065 00

E. E. Cummings, 190 00
E. E. McConnell, 180 00
L. 11. Prince, 180 00
F. M. Weed, 144 00
L. S. Coffin, 130 00
E. P. Simmons, ....... 151 00
J. S. Jackson, 120 00
S. S, Bird 120 00
A. B. Stevens, 84 00
M. Allen, ........ 82 00
11. A. Davis, ....... 82 00
S. L. Washburn 80 00
M. A. AV. Bakeraan, ...... 30 00
A. H. Lowell, 30 00
S. 11. Wells, 487 67
J. D. Daniels, 400 00
11. B. Fisher, 201 67
J. G. Martin, 200 00
H. P. Billings, 84 80
A. Wells, 60 00
S. G. Marchant, 00 00
M. T. R. Tong, ....... 05 00
J W. Beard 57 84
11. A. Fuller 54 40
J. Condron, . . . . . . . 198 CO
J.E. Russell 154 44
Humphrey Stevens, ...... 58 00
Joseph Wilbur, ....... 83 00
William S. Danforth, . . . .

. . 140 00
4,297 82

$5,362 82
Insurance Commissioner’s Department.

Julius L. Clarke, Commissioner, ...... $2,000 00
Julius L. Clarke, actuarial services (paid by Ins. Cos.), . . 3,000 00
George W. Sargent, Deputy Commissioner, .... 1,790 32

k
Clerks.

George W. Sargent, to May 15th, inclusive, . $833 33
A. M. Davis, from Juno Ist to August Ist, . . 300 00
James G, Bovey, from August Ist, . . . 623 00

——■ 1,( 58 33

Extra Clerks and Actuaries.
C E. Wess, $9OO 00
S, C. Allen 847 50

Amounts carried forward, .... $1,747 50 $8,548 05
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Amounts brought forward , .... $1,747 50 $8,548 G5
I. M. Johnson, 841 50
11. A. Pierce, 886 50
C. L. Sawyer, 843 50
S. J. Leeds, . 848 67
F J Dyer, 848 00
A. N. Tenney, 830 33
L. A Ingraham, 713 42
E. W. Harrington, 412 83
E. F. Wise, 455 00
M A. Allen, 780 00
E. T. Billings, . . . . . . . 561 58
M. R. Hamlet, 325 00
L. S. Rogers, 320 00
J, G. Bovey, 197 17
H. F. Clarke 285 00
L. A. Wallon, 341 00
L. C. Callahan, 227 83
James L. Goodridge, ...... 600 00

Sundry Persons Actuarial Services,—
I. A. Swain, . .... $65 00
M. L. McNamara, .... 125 00
G. M. Whiting, 95 00
M. S. Clarke, 190 00
L. C. Callahan, ..... 5 00
11. L. Brown 130 00
W. E. Starr 25 00
A. Brown, 75 00
11. B. Wood 20 00
W. D. Hawley, 47 25
F. L. Cutting, . . . ~ . 40 00
L. F. Whitney, 99 00
J. L. Clarke, amount paid by, .. . 26 00

942 25
12,954 08

$21,502 73
Receipts.

From Life Insurance Companies, paid into State
Treasury, .......$19,819 16
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‘ Commissioners on Provincial Laws.
Ellis Ames,
Abner C. Goodell, .........
Expenses of printing and publishing Provincial Laws,
Composition, $226 86
Alterations, 31 20
Boxes, ........... 18 00
Stereotyping, 140 94
Interlining Labels, 12 75
Bills of Exchange for Copies of Records, 862 39
Clerical Service, 388 63

$1,660 77
Commissioner on Savings Banks.

F. M. Stone, salary and expenses, paid by Banks, . . . $3,300 00

Liquor Commissioner.
J. A. Brodhead, salary, 14,000 00

Assater and Inspector of Liquors.
S. Dana Hayes, salary, $3,000 00

Allotment Commissioner.

David Wilder, .......... no pay.

Inspector Gasmetbrs.

Charles H. Hinman (paid by Gas Cos.), $3,000 00

Railroad Commissioners.
Charles F. Adams, Jr., salary, paid by Railroad Companies, . $4,000 00
James C. Converse, salary, “ “ “

. 4,000 00
A. D. Briggs, salary, “ “ “

. 4,000 00
Wm. A. Crafts, Clerk, salary, “ “ “

. 2,000 00
Rent of office, “ “ “

. 1,100 00

$15,000 00
Bureau Statistics of Labor.

Henry K. Oliver, Chief, salary, ...... $2,500 00
George F. McNeil, Deputy, salary, ...... 2,000 00
Charles C. Sewall, Assistant part ofyear, $4 per day, . . 553 00
Ransom D. Pratt, Assistant part of year, $4 per day, . . 843 00
Adeline Bryant, Assistant, $4 per day, ..... 1,148 40

(Includes travelling expenses,) ..... $7,044 40

Commissioners to establish Meridian Lines.
Edward Pervear, $l,OOO 00

2
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Agent concerning Flats Boston, Hartford and Erie R. R. Co.
Edward S. Philbrick, SI,OOO 00

State Assayer Ores and Metals.
S. Dana Hayes, (fees), §245 00

Commissioners on State Aid.
Charles Endicott, Auditor, ....... no pay.
James A. Cunningham, Adjutant-General, ... no pay.
Wm J. Dale, Surgeon-General, ...... no pay.

Commissioners on Public Lands.
E. C. Purdy, $5 per day, 11,550 00
Franklin Haven, $5 per day, . 715 00
S. D. Warren, $5 per day, 300 00

§2,565 00
Board of Agriculture.

Charles L. Flint, Secretary, salary, §2,500 00
E. A. Samuels, Clerk, salary, ....... 1,100 00

Members Travel.
Chas. C. Bassett, §l4 50
J, F, C. Hyde, 18 80
H. Converse, 53 75
John B. Moore, ....... 40 35
E. Stone, ........ 26 00
Geo. B. Loring, 56 00
A. P. Peck, 67 70
Wm. Birnie, 34 75
R. Goodman, ....... 30 50
John T. Ellsworth, ...... 49 20
A. P. Slade, 70 85
I. K. Brown, ....... 20 00
L. H. Bradford, 34 00
Thos. H. Ward, ....... 45 55
Thos. L. Allis, 63 00
John Johnson, ....... 88 85
F. F. Fay, 82 55
N. T. Hubbard, 73 60
S. B. Phinney, 88 50
N. P. Brown, ....... 70 05
W. S. Clark, 25 00
Enos W. Boise, 84 90

Amounts carriedforward, .... §1,139 30 §3,600 00
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Amounts brought forward, . , 81,139 30 83,600 00

A. M. Myrick, 10 30
J. Ladd, 26 70
H. Vincent, 71 39
John A. Morton, 18 50
A. J. Bucklin 72 00
Geo. M. Baker 64 25
E. Bull, 19 95
Asa Clement, 10 85
Wm. Knowlton 34 20

1,467 44

$5,067 44
Board of Health.

H. I. Bowditch, $25 95
W. C. Chapin, 24 91
G. V. Fox 1 37
P. E. Aldrich 10 00
R. T. Davis, .

. . . . . . 115 50
Travel of the Board, ...... 32 00
Geo. Derby, salary, ....$2,500 00
Travel, 186 51

2,686 51
General expenses, Including $955 paid for medical

dissertations, 2,723 05
55,619 29

Harbor Commissioners.

Josiah Quincy, $5 per day, $945 00
Travel, 12 60

5957 60
Darwin E. Ware, $5 per day, .... $1,330 00
Travel, 31 46

1,361 46
F, W. Lincoln, $5 per day, $6OO 00
Travel, 22 00

622 00
J. N. Marshall, $5 per day, .... $3lO 00
Travel, 5 55

315 55
W. T. Grammer, $5 per day, .... $305 00
Travel, 35 25

340 25
H. L. Whiting, Engineer, salary, . . . $2,000 00
Travel, 412 26

2,412 26

Amount carried forward, $6,009 12
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Amount brought forward, ...... $6,009 12

J. G. Foster, Engineer, compensation, .... 416 66
D. Koppinan, Draughtsman, salary, . . . $1,500 00
Expenses, ........ 136 25

1,636 25
J. M. Bugbee, Clerk, salary, .... $3OO 00
Travel, ........ 12 00

312 00
Sundry Draughtsmen, total, ...... 100 00
Henry Mitchell, Engineer, $3 per day, .... 1,095 00
Rent of office, ......... 1,000 00

$10,569 03
Cattle Commissioners.

Levi Stockbridge, 43J days, $4, .... $174 00
Travel and other expenses, 200 90

—— $374 90
E. F. Thayer, 130 days, $4, .... $520 00
Travel, &c., 257 62

777 62
H. W. Jordan, 73 days, $4, 1292 00
Travel, &0., 89 77

3Bl 77
E. H. Craig, Inspector, services, .... $4OO 00
Travel, &c.,........ 110 03

5lO 03

$2,044 32
Commissioner on National Cemeteries.

Henry Edwards, travelling expenses, to attend annual meeting
held in Jan., 1871, ........ $46 25

Board op State Charities.
Secretary’s Department.

Edward L. Pierce, Secretary, .......$3,000 00
H. C. Prentiss, Chief Clerk," 1,700 00
H. A. Purdie, Office Clerk, 1,000 Q 0
S. E. Sanborn, Clerk, ' . 700 00
A. D. Delano, Clerk, . . 700 00
G. T. Jacobs, 700 00
A. N. Hawes, Clerk, 700 00
M. C. Allan, . 26 34
C. D. Smith, 73 34

Total for salaries and Clerk Hire, $8,599 68
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General Agent’s Department.
S. C. Wrightington, GeneralAgent, ..... $B,OOO 00
Merritt Nash, First Deputy, 1,600 00
Charles M. Hanson, Assistant, ....... 1,200 00
William J. Stetson, Second Deputy, 1,200 00
John E. Blaisdell, Assistant, 416 67
Prescott T. Stevens, Third Deputy,...... 1,000 00
Patrick Glynn, Assistant,........ 800 00
George F. Howard, Fourth Deputy, 1,100 00
H. H. Fairbanks, Assistant, 800 00
Fred. Moro, First Boatman, 900 00
Charles A. Colcord, Second Boatman, 600 00
William S. Baylies, Chief Clerk, ...... 1,000 00
Willard D. Tripp, Prosecuting Officer, 1,200 00
James Y. Cox, Superintendent Alien Passengers, New Bedford, 98 00
Ephraim Burr, Superintendent Alien Passengers, Salem,. . 46 00
Lemuel Haskell, Superintendent Alien Passengers, Gloucester, 105 00
HenryKimball, Superintendent Alien Passengers, Newburyport, 11 00
Nath. Atkins, Superintendent Alien Passengers, Marblehead, . 29 00
James Gifiord, SuperintendentAlien Passengers, Provincetown, 9 00

Total for salaries and clerk hire, ..... $15,114 67

Visiting Agency.
Gardiner Tufts, Visiting Agent, $2,500 00
Gordon M. Fisk, Assistant, ....... 1,500 00
Bernard B. Vassall, Assistant, ....... 1,500 00
B. Berkley Johnson, Assistant, 1,500 00
George H. Hull, Assistant, 1,200 00
Abraham G. Hart, Assistant, ....... 1,200 00
Henry A. Smith, Clerk, 920 93
Minnie B. Hobbs, Clerk, 720 00
Jennie L. Thomas, Clerk, ....... 720 00

Total for salaries and clerk hire, $11,760 93

Special Agency for the Sick State Poor.
Compensation,—-

I. Henry B. Wheelwright, Agent, . . . $1,890 00
2. G. B. Tufts and Substitute, First Clerk, . 988 66
3. Geo. H. Burt, Second Clerk, . . . 725 00

Total Compensation,..... $3,603 66
2. Travelling Expenses, ...... 718 74
3. Office Expenses, ....... 164 69

Total Expenses of the Agency, $4,487 09
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Office and Incidental Expenses.
Thomas Groom, stationer, ..... 532 70
Printing, Envelopes and Paper, .... 49 99
Postage, Telegrams, &0., ..... 51 00
Express, messages and all other office expenses, . 9 00

sl42 69

Total expenses of Board, .......$40,105 06

Commissioners on Prisons.
H. G. Herrick, -

J. W. Candler,
D. P. Noyes, travel, $4B 81
Joshua Coit, Secretary, salary, .... $2,000 00
Joshua Coit, Secretary, travel, &0., . . . 483 98

2,483 98

$2,532 79
Advisory Board,

Mrs. P. A. Durant,
Mrs. Clara T. Leonard, travel, .... $37 73
Mrs. H. B. Chlckering, travel, .... 144 58

lB2 31
A. C. Mason, as architect for the Commissioners, travelling

expenses, 46 26

$2,761 36
Board of Education.

Members’ Travel.
William Rice, $B4 25
S. T. Seelye, 76 25

sl6o 50
Joseph White, Secretary, 3,400 00
Abner J. Phipps, Agent, 3,200 00
S. C. Jackson, Assistant Librarian, ..... 2,000 00
C. R. Jackson, Clerk in library, 720 00
E. M. Sawyer, Clerk in library, 720 00

$10,200 50
Commissioners on Inland Fishf.ries.

TheodoreLyman, without pay.
Thomas Talbot, without pay.
E. A. Brackett, salary, $1,200 00
Expenses of commission, 3,664 84

$4,864 84
Commissioners on Bounties.

JuliusL. Clarke, no pay.
Daniel Wilder, no pay.
William H. Porter, no pay.
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Nautical School.
William Fabens, no pay; expenses, None.
William T. Fabens, no pay; expenses, None.
Thomas Russell, no pay ; expenses, ......None.
Alfred C. Hersey, no pay; expenses, .....None.
Jairus Beal, no pay ; expenses,....... None.
Osborn Howes, no pay ; expenses, None.
Matthew Howland, no pay ; expenses, None.
Richard Matthews, Superintendent, $333 32
M. L. Eldridge, Superintendent, 1,440 00
Nathaniel Spooner, Superintendent, 65 00
M. L. Eldridge, Assistant-Superintendent, .... 266 66
Sidney Brooks, Teacher, 1,200 00
A. A. Eldridge, Teacher, 33 33

, Assistant-Teachers, 65 00
Asa Blaney, Executive Officer, 916 63
Asa Blaney, First Officer, 75 00
Geo. P. Smith, First Officer, 900 00
William Jenkins, Second Officer,

...... 683 30
Edward Delaney, Third Officer, 160 00
Ellis Seals, Steward, ........ 480 00
George Thomas, Steward, ....... 40 00
B. Raymond, Cook, 508 00
Niles Lund, Carpenter, 480 00
A. Greer, Carpenter, ........ 40 00
William Grant, Captain Berth Deck, 416 00
John Adams, Captain Mess Deck, 390 00
L. W. Colson, Coxswain 363 00

, Ship Keeper and Shipping Master, . . 65 00
,8 Seamen, 1,334 60

$10,224 84
Reform School.

Harmon Hall, |l3 62
George C. Davis, 75 00
L. L. Goodspeed, 6 00
E. A. Goodnow, 5 05

s99 67
Benjamin Evans, Superintendent, 1,800 00
Perkins Merrill, Assistant-Superintendent, .... 700 00
H. M. Evans, Matron, 300 00
E. H. Harvey, Physician, 125 00
Frank Savage, Teacher (Ist school), 700 00
Laura F. Clark, Teacher (2d school), 300 00
Stephen Armitage, Teacher (3d school), ..... 415 67

Amount carried forward, $4,440 34
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Amount brought forward, $4,440 34

W. L. Miller, Teacher (8d school), 63 02
F. C. White, Teacher (3d school), ...... 26 03
Emma J. Newton, Teacher (4th school), .... 200 88
Fanny Holman, Teacher (4th school), 81 24
Julia A. Warner, Teacher (sth school), 23 24
Annie M. Lawrence, Teacher (filling vacancy), ... 24 57
J. W. Clark, Engineer and Carpenter, 604 97
Oscar Clark, Assistant-Carpenter, 154 62
A. W. Emerson, Overseer of Chair-Shop, 500 00
Paulina Emerson, Teacher of Chair-Shop, .... 208 00
A. M. Moore, Baker, »

S. B. Moore, Care of Boys’ Dining-Hall, )
()<>

S. B. Newton, Overseer of Chair-Shop, 487 33
C. A. Pingree, Assistant-Matron, 21 12
Sarah Kimball, Assistant-Matron and Laundress, ... 84 96
J. H. Samson, Carpenter, ■»

Rachel Samson, Assistant-Matron, . .
. . . . (

C. E. Carrier, Laundress, . 31 43
George F. Newton, Man of all work, i

J. S. Newton, Laundress, (

Olive Hodges, Overseer of Sewing-Room, .... 141 83
A. A. Bullard, Overseer of Sewing-Room, .... 100 96
Rachel Hodges, Assistant in Sewing-Room, .... 104 66
Annie Salisbury, Nurse, ........ 67 24
L. C. Dowling, Nurse, 23 42
Martha Eaton,‘Nurse, 45 12
S. W. Ward, Man of all work, 94 90
A. F. Warren, Hall-man, and care of yard, .... 60 00
Emily K. Grow, Cook, 212 65
Martha Wilson, Cook, 23 17
Elizabeth True, Assistant-Cook, ...... 138 90
C. P. Conolly, Watchman, 165 62
Abby Armitage, Filling vacancies, ...... 142 27
E. R. Hoyt, Filling vacancies, 93 70
R. F. Bishop, Master of Farm House, . . . . . >

H. A. Bishop, Matron of Farm House, . . . . .)

M. W. Currier, Teacher at Farm House, ..... 298 00
A. W. Haskell, Assistant at Farm H0u5e,..... 46 67
Otis Gowing, Assistant at Farm House, 179 80
D. H. Hale, Masterof Garden House, . . . •)

S. G. Hale, Matron of GardenHouse, 1
J. E. Stiles, Teacher at Garden House, ..... 77 94
S. K. Poor, Teacher at Garden House, 87 36

Amount carried forward, $12,062 03
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Amount brought forward, .......$12,062 03

Mary A. Gill, Teacher at Garden House, .... 29 12
H. H. Coburn, Assistant at Garden House, .... 38 77
A. F. Howe, Assistant at Garden House, ..... 300 78
N. P. Brown, Master of Peters House, i
S. M. Brown, Matron of Peters House, $

Lucy Newton, Teacher at Peters House, ..... 300 00

$13,530 70
Industrial School for Girls.

Bussell J. Sturgis, $24 70
George Cummings, 92 95
Frank B. Fay, 11 20
Albert Tolman, . . . . . . . 47 12
J. L. S. Thompson, 9 20

slBs 17
Marcus Ames, Superintendent and Chaplain, .... 1,800 00
L. A. Proctor, Assistant-Superintendent, 181 73
L. E. Dodge, Matron, and Assistant-Superintendent, . . 222 44
J. L. S. Thompson, Physician, 200 00
A. Tolman, Steward, 100 00
F. B. Fay, Treasurer, 200 00
Frederick Whitney, Farmer, 700 00
S. M. Tolman, Matron, ........ 300 00
H. F. Perry, Matron, ........ 300 00
S. M. Proctor, Matron, ........ 300 00
M. M. Woodbury, Matron, ....... 295 83
C. J. Walton, Matron, 232 99
E. J. Carleton, Assistant-Matron, 267 60
E. J. Spaulding, Assistant-Matron, 249 98
M. A. Perry, Assistant-Matron, 225 00
C. V. Drinkwater, Assistant-Matron, ..... 222 76
E. S. Waters, Assistant-Matron, 89 36
M. A. Marvin, Assistant-Matron, ...... 80 95
M. E. Kodgers, Assistant-Matron, ...... 67 83
A. W. Longfellow, Assistant-Matron, 66 40
H. Day, Assistant-Matron, 42 75
L. A. Fogg, Housekeeper, 225 00
M. Boyd, Housekeeper, . 225 00
R. Forbes, Housekeeper, 144 12
N. T. Magoun, Housekeeper, 114 99
C. L. Underhill, Housekeeper, 112 50
F. V. Greely, Housekeeper, 109 71
M. A. Tilton, Housekeeper, 59 68

Amount carriedforward, $7,321 79
8
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Amount brought forward, $7,321 79

M. F. Hadley, Housekeeper, 42 54
8. A. Whitney, Housekeeper, 41 31
C. A. Perkins, Seamstress, 166 66
Carrie Marvin, Matron (substitute), -

Martha J. Whitney, Assistant-Matron (substitute), .

Anna Ayres, Assistant-Matron (substitute), ....
Mary C. Day, Assistant-Matron (substitute), ....

Mary Lewis, Assistant-Matron (substitute), ....
Mary Haynes, Assistant-Matron (substitute, ....
Dorcas Farnsworth, Assistant-Matron (substitute), .

Abby Boutwell, Assistant-Matron (substitute), . . . .J- 272 35
Phebe Holden, Assistant-Matron (substitute), ....
Effie J. Gould, Assistant-Matron (substitute), ....
Sarah Buttrick, Assistant-Matron (substitute),....
Emily Wheeler, Housekeeper (substitute), ....
Jennie McNeil, Housekeeper (substitute), ....

Lucy Ayres, Housekeeper (substitute),
Hattie M. Carr, Housekeeper (substitute),

$7,844 65
The Blind Asylum,

i (Appropriation , $30,000.)
Benj. 8. Botch, Trustee,
Geo. 8. Hale, Trustee, ........

E. R. Mudge, Trustee, ........
Francis Brooks, Trustee, ........
8. G. Howe, Director, ........ $3,000 00
M. C. Moulton, Matron, ........ 500 00
M. Anagnos, Assistant Superintendent, 1,000 00
Thomas Beeves, Music Teacher, 1,441 67
Mary Knight, Music Teacher, ....... 350 00
Freda Black, Music Teacher, ....... 300 00

, Music Teacher, 550 48
A. 8. Knapp, Music Reader, ....... 300 00
Louise L. Russell, Music Reader, ...... 166 67
J. W. Smith, Teacher, ........ 600 00
M. C. Green, Teacher, 312 50
8. E. Faulkner, Teacher, ........ 354 17
Eva E. Bingham, Teacher, . 133 33
Fanny Moorman, Teacher, ....... 177 78
Sarah B. Morton and others, Teacher, . . . . 275 00
G. T. Murdoch and others, Teacher in Boys’ Shop, . . .

268 33
8. A. Clark, Assistant Matron, 279 73

Amount brought forward, . $10,009 63
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Amount brought forawrd, .......$10,009 66

Jessie Wood, Housekeeper, ....... 300 00
M. A. Smith, Housekeeper, 248 57
M. C. Paddock and others, Housekeeper, 275 00
M. W. Sawyer and others, Clerk, ......

337 49
I. M. Knowlton, Book-keeper, 400 00
D. L. Bradford, 5teward,........ 360 00
J. S. Percy, Printer, ........ 263 33
Caroline Dugan, Printer, 40 00
Ada Ford and others, General Assistant, ..... 100 00
Jenny Dillingham, Chamber and Table girl, .... 128 00
Martha Scott, Chamber and Table girl, ..... 136 00
Sophia Wolfe, Chamber and Table girl, 120 00
Kate Flemming, Chamber and Table girl, .... 120 00
Lizzie Whittaker and others, Cook, ...... 204 00
Direxia Hawkes, Assistant Cook, ...... 72 00
Mary Curran and others, Domestic, 127 67
William Carlon and others, Inside Man, ..... 700 79
Peter Corcoran, Inside Man, ....... 418 00
Julia Sullivan, Domestic in house A, ..... 141 00
Emma Smith, Domestic in house B, . .

.
. . . 162 00

Mary Toomey, Domestic in house C, ..... 170 00
Maggie Shea, Assistant in house, ...... 36 00
E. May, Engineer, 240 00
Michael Boland, Fireman, 84 00
Augusta Sawyer, care of Bells, &c., ...... 20 00
J. H. C. Howes and others, Reading, . . . . . 35 75
Substitutes and temporary employes, ..... 303 55

Total, $15,552 81

School for Idiots.
(Appropriation , $16,500.)

John Flint, Boston, Trustee, .......
Josiah Bartlett, Concord, Trustee,
James B. Congdon, New Bedford, Trustee, ....

Henry G. Denny, Boston, Trustee, ......
Lewis Allen, Peabody, Trustee,
Edwin Morton, Boston, Trustee,
M. M Donald, Matron, ........ $5OO 00
L. Keith and others, Assistant Matron, ..... 140 06
E. 11. Fisher, Teacher, ........ 400 00
A. L. Scannel, Teacher, ........ 400 00
S. K. Wasgatt, Teacher, . .

. • . . . -7 216 86
M. A. E. Sanborn, Teacher, . . . . . . . )

Amount carried forward, . $1,656 92
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Amount brought forward, $1,656 92

J. A. Shepard, Superintendent Boys’ Shop, .... 510 00
Institution for the Blind, Clerk, ...... 300 00
C. Trundy and others, Inside Man, ...... 387 58
M. W. Moore and others, Housekeeper, 162 65
Susan Melvin, Attendant, ....... 147 00
Eliza Ashfield, Attendant, ....... 168 00
E. Worthley and others, Attendant, ..... 124 83
Franklin Emery and others, Attendant, ..... 282 00
Bridget Lacy and others, Cook, ...... 194 73
M. Reardon, Assistant Cook, ....... 50 60
Mary Curley, Table girl, 141 50
Ann Curley, Chamber girl, ....... 132 20
M. Lina Long, Chamber girl, . 130 69
C. A. Trundy, Fireman, ........ 180 00
Substitutes and temporary employes, 247 48

Total, $4,816 18

Eye and Eak Infirmary.

(Appropriation , $6,000.)
Mary G. Watson, Matron, $4OO 00

, Surgeon’s Assistants, ..... 100 00
, Miscellaneous assistance, .... 2,325 00

$2,825 00
Springfield Home for the Friendless.

(Appropriation , $2,000.)
Sarah Foster, Matron Women’s Home, . . . . . 1
Harriet E. Mason, Matron Childrens Home, . . . .1 §734. 30
Mrs. Wood, Assistant, . . . . . . . . |
Mrs. Plaice, Assistant, . . . . . . . . j

> Cook ’ I 304 93
, Laundress, S

$1,039 23

Temporary Asylum for Discharged Female Prisoners, Dedham.
( Appropriation, $2,000.)

A. S. Goulding, Matron, $3OO 00
M. E. Wood, Farmer, ? gOQ qq
Mrs. Wood, Housekeeper, >

H. A. Nevers, Sewing Matr0n,....... 225 00
M. M. Lewis, Laundry Matron, ...... 225 00

$1,350 00
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The Washingtonian Home.
( Appropriation, $6,000.)

William C. Lawrence, Superintendent, ..... 1900 00
John F. Coles, Assistant Superintendent, 480 00
James Plummer, Porter, 324 00
Ann Cannon, Cook,......... 208 00
Ellen Donahoe, Kitchen girl, ....... 106 00
Hannah Merrick, Table girl, ....... 106 00
Nellie Hobbs, Table girl, ........ 106 00
Mary Donahoe, Chamber girl, 106 00
Annie Crowley, General Housework, ..... 106 00

$2,442 00
Infant Asylum.

(Appropriation, $3,000 )

New England Hospital for Women and Children.
(Appropriation, $1,000.)

C. A. Buckel, Resident Physician, ...... $3OO 00
, Matron, ....... 260 00
, Housekeeper, 260 00
, Nurses,.
, Cooks, ........
, Chambermaids, 1,870 20
, Laundresses,

$2,690 20
House of the Angel Guardian.

(Appropriation, $3,500.)
GeorgeF. Haskins, Rector,
I. D. Judge, Superintendent and Steward, ....
B. T. Joyce, Chief Prefect,
John Kane, Assistant Prefect,
Thomas Barrett, Prefect and Watchman,.....
Agatha McAwley, Teacher,
Sarah A. Curran, Teacher,
Ellen McQuillan, Matron, .

H. P. Shattuck, Physician,
GeorgeW. Lloyd, Clerk, ........
William Briggs, Band Master, .......

Total, $3,193 00
Agent for Discharged Convicts.

(Appropriation, $2,650.)
Daniel Russell, salary,

. $l,OOO 00
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Inspectors of State Prison.
E. 11. Dunn, ..........$2OO 00
Eugene L. Norton, 200 00
Harmon Hall, .......... 200 00

$6OO 00
State Prison.

Names of Prison Officers, Rank and Salaries.

Gideon Haynes, to December 1, 1871, Warden, . . . 3,500 00
S. E, Chamberlain, from December 1, 1871, Warden, . .

-

Almon Hale, Deputy Warden, 1,700 00
AVilliam Peirce, Clerk, ........ 2,000 00
William W. Colburn, Chaplain, ...... 2,000 00
John G. Dearborn, Physician, 1,000 00
E. S. Darling, Turnkey, ........ 1,100 00
Charles W. Gale, Turnkey, ....... 1,100 00
Joseph Fuller, Turnkey, 1,100 00
George A. Lounsberry, Turnkey, 1,100 00
William B. Ramsell, Turnkey, . 1,100 00
Joshua B. Rea, Turnkey, 1,100 00
Thomas Richardson, Turnkey, ....... 1,100 00
David Sargent, Turnkey, 1,100 00
John E. Shaw, Turnkey, ........ 1,100 00
J. F. Simonds, Turnkey, ........ 1,100 00
Amos P. Wood, Turnkey, ....... 1,100 00
Francis Beverstook, Watchman, 1,000 00
M. 11. Davis, Watchman, 1,000 00
Nathan I. Gould, Watchman, ....... 1,000 00
Benjamin O. Lowe, Watchman, 1,000 00
T. W. Lord, Watchman, 1,000 00
GeorgeW. Norris, Watchman, ...... 1,000 00
J. W. Owen, Watchman, 1,000 00
Samuel I. Pearl, Watchman, 1,000 00
James H. Piper, Watchman, ....... 1,000 00
Jonas W. Prentiss, Watchman, 1,000 00
Samuel Poor, Watchman, 1,000 00
Charles L. Ramsell, Watchman, ...... 1,000 00
S. D. Seavey, Watchman, 1,000 00
James E. White, Watchman, ....... 1,000 00
John W. Ellis, Assistant Watchman, ..... 800 00
George F. Ball, Assistant Watchman, ..... 800 00
Daniel Decker, Assistant Watchman, . . . . . 800 00
Thomas Devens, Assistant Watchman, 800 00
W. H. Huntoon, Assistant Watchman, 800 00
J. H. Ramsell, Asssistant Watchman, 800 00
B. F. Russell, Assistant Watchman, 800 00

$12,500 00
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Police Commissioners.
James M. Usher, James L. Bates, John W. Kimball, each

allowed 1500 for services, and travel in addition.

State Constabulary.
E. J. Jones, Chief, 53,000 00
Chas. W. Hammond, Clerk, .

' 1,800 00
Gustavus Andrews, Clerk, 1,500 00
Lebbeus Stetson, Clerk, ........ 1,500 00
C. W. Hastings, Clerk, salary, 1,500 00
Jno. W. T. Stodder, Storekeeper, 300 00
Pat’k Mullany, Janitor, 840 00
Kent, 6,200 00

Detective Officers,—
Thomas P. Bagley, 1,200 00
Charles F. Hammond, ........ 1,200 00
Daniel C. Jones, ......... 1,200 00
William K. Jones, 1,200 00
Harrison D. Littlefield, 1,200 00
Hollis C. Pinkham, . . . . . . . . . 1,200 00
Francis M. Smith, 1,200 00
James P. Wade, 1,200 00

Suffolk County,—
John S. Tobey, 1,200 00
Frederic A. Marsh, 1,200 00
George F. Raymond, 1,200 00
John Tewksbury, 1,200 00
William M. Strachan, 1.200 00
James H. McGuire, 1,200 00
George G. Trull, 1,200 00
Michael Meade, 1,200 00
Daniel Noonan, 1,200 00
John A. Daly, 1,200 00
John E. Gilman, .........1,200 00
Richard F. Andrews, 1,200 00
Clark Waters, 1,200 00
Edward L. Noyes, 1,200 00
Samuel A. Waterman, ........ 1,200 00
Benjamin P. Eldridge, 1,200 00
James P. Wade, 1,200 00

Bristol County,—
GeorgeDunham. 1,200 00
Robert Crossman, 2d, ........ 1,200 00

Amount carriedforward , 149,040 00
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Amount brought forward, 849,040 00

David Dean, 1,200 00
Alfred G. Hitch, 1,200 00

Barnstable County,—
Raymond Ellington, 1,200 00
Benjamin H. Matthews, ........ 1,200 00

Berkshire County,—
William McKay, 1,200 00
Moses H. Pease, 1,200 00

Essex County,—
George W. Boynton, ........ 1,200 00
Charles L. Ayer, 1,200 00
Joseph A. Moore, 1,200 00
John E. Smith, 1,200 00
Melvin Beal, 1,200 00
William C. Bowler, .........1,200 00
John E. Brown, ......... 1,200 00

Franklin County,—
Hugh B. Miller, 1,200 00
George H. Phelps, ......... 1,200 00

Hampden County,—
Harvey H. Billings, ......... 1,200 00
Stephen C. Couch, ......... 1,200 00

Hampshire County,—
William E. Lewis, 1,200 00
Edward R. Nichols, 1,200 00

Middlesex County,—
John E. Tidd, 1,200 00
Francis Hinckley, .........1,200 00
Edward E. Souther, .........1,200 00
Pembroke S. Rich, ......... 1,200 00
Micah B. Priest, 1,200 00
Charles A. Davis, 1,200 00
Hosea C. Hoyt, 1,200 00
Josiah H. Bean, 1,200 00
Albert Finder, 1,200 00
George H. Morse, 1,200 00

Amount carriedforward, .

$83,840 00
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Amount brought forward, 183,840 00

Norfolk County,—
Andrew J. Garey, ......... 1,200 00
Christopher F. Bailey, ........ 1,200 00
Isaac Porter, 1,200 00
Lewis R. Whittaker, ........ 1,200 00

Plymouth County,—
James B. Collingwood, ........ 1,200 00
Uriah Macoy, .......... 1,200 00
George C. Pratt, ......... 1,200 00

Worcester County,—
Edward J. Russell, ......... 1,200 00
Augustus N. Keene, ......... 1,200 00
Samuel J. Fletcher, .........1,200 00
Charles W. Davis, 1,200 00
Solomon Shumway, ......... 1,200 00
Abijah Brown, 1,200 00

Jason L. Dexter, services and expenses, . . . . •~1
W. E. Lewis, services and expenses, . . .

. . j
Timothy P. Lyman, services and expenses, . . . .}■ 1,518 69
N. W. Norcross, services and expenses, . .

.
. .1

Edward P. Nichols, services and expenses, . . . . J
1100,958 69

The Rainsfoed Hospital.

Marcus M, Nye, Superintendent, SI,OOO 00

The Tewksbury Almshouse.
Francis H. Nourse, Inspector, ....... 1160 00
George P. Elliot, Inspector, ....... 160 00
Benj. C. Perkins, Inspector, ....... 160 00
Thomas J. Marsh, Superintendent, . . . . . ■ I 2 000 00
Mrs. Thomas J. Marsh, Matron, . . . . . . ) ’

Thomas J. Marsh, Jr., Assistant-Superintendent, . . ’ll 280 83Mrs. Thomas J. Marsh, Jr., Assistant-Matron, .
. .

.
) ’

Joseph D, Nichols, Physician, ........1,200 00
John H. Cocker, Engineer, 935 00
JamesPoor, Farmer, ........ 600 00
Charles B. Marsh, Clerk, . ....... 540 00
David A. Gorham, Watchman, . . . . .

.)

Mrs. Gorham, Hospital Cook, )

William F. Holt, Baker, ........ 535 00

Amount carried forward, 18,114 00
4
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Amount brought forward, .......$8,114 00

James C. Poor, Herdsman and Butcher, ..... 510 00
George G. Spofford, Teamster, . . . . . . 360 00
Abraham S. Barnard, Cook, ....... 420 00
Charles E. Clark, Assistant-Farmer,. . . . .

.) qq
Mrs, Clark, Assistant-Matron, . >

John T. B. Bailey, Assistant Farmer, ..... 335 00
Amos K. Stevens, Supervisor of Insane, . . . . .1 gg
Mrs. Stevens, Supervisor of Insane, .

. . . . .

)

Nathan P. Chase, Assistant Farmer, . . . . .1 232 83
Mrs. Chase, Assistant-Matron, . . . . . . . >

Martha B. Marsh, Assistant-Matron, 170 67
Bessie E. Dixon, Assistant-Matron, ...... 212 67
Anna S. Roberts, Assistant-Matron, ...... 233 67
Charlotte A. Thomas, Dairy-maid, 233 67
Aaron Noyes, Assistant Farmer, . . . . . . 1 ggg qq
Mrs. Noyes, Assistant-Matron, )

Eliza Martin, Assistant-Matron, 110 28
William Eldridge, Supervisor of Insane, 1 gg
Mrs. Eldridge, Supervisor of Insane, . . . . .

>

$12,331 38

The Bridgewater Almshouse and Workhouse.
J. H. Mitchell, Inspector, ........ $l6O 00
J. B. Thaxter, Inspector, ........ 160 00
J. B. Hathaway, Inspector, . . . . . . . 160 00
L. L. Goodspeed, Superintendent, 500 00
N. Leonard, Jr., Superintendent, 1,500 00
W. C. Howland, Assistant-Superintendent, . . . . 575 00
M. M. Goodspeed, Matron, ....... 75 00
P. J. Leonard, Matron, ........ 225 00
Eben Gay, Chaplain, 200 00
Edward Sawyer, Physician, ....... 400 00
J. E. Harlow, Consulting Physician, ..... 75 00
M. Robinson, Consulting Physician, 25 00
M. A. Ripley, Farmer, ........ 500 00
L. F. Wentworth, Farmer, 441 67
John C. Coates, Farmer, 400 00
W. H. Jones, Farmer, . . . , . . • • • 300 00
Edward Ellis, Engineer, 400 00
Edward Dalton, AVatchman, 400 00
Margaret Youdell, Assistant-Matron, 49® 30
Ann Youdell, Assistant-Matron, 435 00

Amount carried forward, ..•■••• $6,886 67
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Amount brought forward, ....... $6,886 67

Sarah D. Bowles, Assistant;Matron, ...... 221 00
Carrie A. Pike, Assistant-Matron, ...... 104 00
Marcia A. French, Assistant-Matron and Teacher, .

.
. 193 33

Hannah A. Jenkins, Assistant-Matron and Teacher, . . 45 00
Martha A. Radcliffe, Assistant-Matron and Teacher, . . 100 00
Lizzie R. Clark, Assistant-Matron, ...... 40 00
Mary A. Dexter, Assistant-Matron, 40 00

$7,630 00

The Monson Almshouse and the State Primary Scnooi..
Eleazer Porter, Inspector, $l6O 00
Thomas Rice, Inspector, ........ 160 00
Gordon M. Fisk, Inspector, -

H. P. Wakefield, Superintendent and Physician, .
.

. 1,800 00
M. B. Wakefield, Matron, 300 00
Charles F. Foster, Assistant-Sup’t, Chaplain and Principal, . 1,200 00
John N. Lacy, Engineer, 1,131 75
Geo. W. Cobb, Baker, 626 00
Geo. H. Fisherdick, Farmer,

....... 522 75
H. J. Moulton, Clerk, ........ 500 00
Uriah Manning, Supervisor, 360 00
H. H. Fisherdick, Assistant-Farmer, 315 00
Geo. H. Stone, Watchman, 300 00
Robert H. Gallivan, Cook, 288 67
Justin Christy, Supervisor ofBoys, . . . . . . 158 33
Gordon Chapman, Cook, ........ 120 00
L. W. Fisherdick, Assistant-Farmer, ..... 105 80
Daniel Shields, Supervisor of Boys 80 00
Washington Upham, Watchman, ...... 50 00
S. C. Yerrington, Assistant-Matron, ...... 300 00
Mary W. Richmond, Laundress, ...... 250 00
Nancy W. Foster, Nurse, 204 00
Maria C. Goodwin, Seamstress, ...... 166 00
Charlotte A. St. John, Seamstress, ...... 63 00
Addie L. Goodell, Seamstress, ....... 55 00
Nettie M. Sage, Teacher, .

'. 274 00
Mary E. Marsh,Teacher,........ 187 00
Hattie E. Darte, Teacher, 187 00
E. M. Parkhurst, Teacher, 166 00
A. W. Emerson, Teacher, 149 50
M. E. Baldwin, Teacher, ........ 148 75
Ida E. Allen, Teacher, ........ 125 50

Amount carriedforward, $10,454 03
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Amount brought forward, .......$10,454 05

Mary E. Witt, Teacher, . . . . . . . 125 00
E. F. Strong, Teacher, ........ 125 00
Fanny M Larason, Teacher, ....... 20 00
Jenny W. Goddard, Teacher, ....... 83 00
Hannah L Hill, Teacher, ....... 15 00
Lizzie H. Drake, Teacher, ....... 63 00
Susan S. Beebe, Teacher, ........ 63 00
Mary S. Beebe, Teacher, ........ 63 00

$ll,Oll 05
Northampton Hospital,

E. H. Sawyer, expenses, ........
Edw’d Hitchcock, expenses, ....... 125 50
S. M. Smith, expenses, ........ -

Eliphalet Trask, expenses, ....... 11 00
Henry L. Sabin, expenses, 60 00
Pliny Earle, Superintendent and Treasurer, .... 2,800 00
Edward B. Nims, Assistant-Physician, ..... 941 66
Edward R. Spaulding, Assistant-Physician, .... 321 66
W. B. Weiton, Clerk, 941 66
Isabel G. Clark, Assistant-Clerk, ...... 160 00
Danford Morse, Engineer, ....... 883 33
W. C. Hall, Assistant-Engineer, ...... 385 00
J. E. Shufelt, Supervisor,. . . . . . . . 570 00
Lucy A. Gilbert, Supervisor, ....... 223 60
Emily J. Wait, Assistant-Supervisor, 192 00
Asa Wright, Farmer, ........ 800 00
F. J. Rice, Steward, ........ 530 00
Chas. Zichlke, Baker, ........ 480 00
S. Belville, Carpenter, 725 25
Isaac Smith, Assistant-Carpenter, ...... 337 37
Sarah A. Oroutt, Seamstress, 194 00
Mary N. Reed, Laundress, ....... 175 34
Myra E. Davidson, Assistant-Laundress, ..... 180 00
Margaret Coughlin, Assistant Laundress, 21 00
Alfred Parento, Painter, .

.
. . . . . .

472 48
Stephen Yalcour, Attendant, ....... 342 20
Agnes S. Wilson, Attendant, 173 00
Maria E. Graves, Attendant, ....... 164 87
Isabelle S. Johnston, Attendant, ...... 173 00
Marietta Babcock, Attendant, 159 78
Charles 11. Dudley, Attendant, 300 00
Sarah Bryant, Attendant, 113 00

Amount carried forward, $12,916 70
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Amount broughtforward, .......$12,916 70

Sarah S. Smith, Attendant, 173 66
Lois M. Bridge, Attendant, ....... 156 33
Abby B. Tippetts, Attendant, ....... 152 18
Charles A. Stilson, Attendant, ....... 287 00
Maud B. Daly, Attendant, 151 60
Nelly A. Fitch, Attendant, ....... 145 50
Flora B. Johnson, Attendant, ....... 156 00
Hiram Chaplin, Attendant, ....... 260 20
Joseph Trask, Attendant,. 251 00
Perry Davis, Attendant, 165 32
Henry F. Briggs, Attendant, 219 70
Frank O. Griswold, Attendant, ...... 118 90
Edward M. Davis, Attendant, ....... 106 00
A. C- Wheeler, Attendant, 59 10
Atwell P. Smith, Attendant, ....... 63 39
J. O. Noble, Attendant, ........ 53 98
W. B. Harden, Attendant, 25 80
Albertus Knowlton, Attendant, ...... 15 63
Sarah J. Mixer, Attendant, 38 12
F. F. Poor, Attendant, ........ 90 46
Heman Stanhope, Attendant, ....... 46 65
Charles N. Myles, Attendant, ....... 93 32
Annie L. White, Attendant, 37 56
Frank D. Pratt, Attendant, 22 00
John N. Tucker, Attendant, ....... 36 33
John Gerald, Attendant, 83 00
Martha Senna, Attendant, ....... 52 60
F. C. Mather, Attendant,........ 77 95
Annie G. Holly, Attendant, 35 89
Sarah Ritchie, Attendant, 16 36
E. S. Walton, Care ofRotunda, 173 00
John Mercier, Farm Hand, ....... 385 00
Benj, Rockwell, Farm Hand, 240 00
W. B. Trask, Farm Hand, ....... 321 00
Atwell P. Smith, Farm Hand, ....... -

Geo. F. Clark, Night Engineer and Farm Hand, . . . 385 00
S. C. Stebbins, Coachman, ....... 360 00
Jerusha Howe, Cook, ........ 168 00
Mary McDonald, Assistant-Cook, ...... 165 00
Jennie L. Osgood, Assistant-Cook, ...... 142 26
Rosa E. Olin, Assistant-Cook, ....... 46 40
Mary Ward, Assistant-Cook, ....... 18 50
Catherine Gerald, Assistant-Cook, ...... 11 88

Amount carried forward, $18,524 17
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Amount brought forward, .......$18,524 17

Henry McDonough, Kitchen Hand, ...... 130 96
E. M. Atkins, Kitchen Hand, ....... 50 37
Daniel Cudworth, Kitchen Hand, ...... 891
Cady P. Nash, Watchman, 195 00
W. D. Dixon,Watchman, ........ 102 58
Lydia O. Osgood, House Attendant, 168 00

$19,179 99
Taunton Hospital.

Oliver Ames, expenses,
C. E. Cook, expenses,
Loßaron'Russell, expenses, \

C. R. Atwood, expenses, V |55 92
George Howland, Jr., expenses, )

William W. Godding, Superintendent and Physician, . . 2,000 00
William H. Gage, Assistant-Physician, 1,000 00
John Kittredge, Treasurer, 400 00
John Kittredge, Clerk, 800 00

, Clergymen, 270 00
E. H. Dalton, Supervisor (male), 500 00
A. M. Hersey, Supervisor (female), 300 00
Evander French, Assistant-Supervisor, 110 00
E. Ireson, Housekeeper, 300 00
S. C. Waldron, Seamstress, 166 67
S. C. French, Seamstress, 28 60
S. W. Dalton, Assistant-Seamstress, 168 00
F. B. Hardy, Engineer, 700 00
P. Kirley, Baker, 58 S3
M. Lynch, Baker, 299 83
R. Kipzke, Baker, 64 17
E. Lynch, Assistant-Baker,* 94 31
W. Galligan, Coachman, 360 00
E. Cain, Fireman, 153 68
O. B. Edgerly, Fireman, 08
L. M. Griggs, Fireman, 16 94
W. S. Greely, Fireman and Night-Watch, .... 209 50
J.'Bailey, Carpenter, 155 00

O. Buxton, Night-Watch, .....•• 250 00
William) Smith/ Gardener, .....■• 140 00

C. F.' Perry, Male Attendant,
C. E.' Knowlton, Male Attendant, ....•■ I®® 83

W. W. Rockwell, Male Attendant, ....•• 292 75
A. H. Rockwell, Male)Attendant, 212 60

Amount carried forward, $9,374 61
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Amount brought forward, 19,374 61

C. Q. Brown, Male Attendant, ...... 150 00
A. T. Waltz, Male Attendant, 155 00
G. W. Crockett, Male Attendant, 150 00
L. C. Poor, Male Attendant, 161 67
C. E. Thompson, Male Attendant, . .

•

. . . 185 49
E. Burns, Male Attendant, ....... 161 67
G. B. Dyer, Male Attendant, 49 16
F. C. Rockwell, Male Attendant, 65 84
J. Edmunds, Male Attendant, ....... 185 83
W. J. Creighton, Male Attendant, ...... 22 86
F. Sherman, Male Attendant, 38 33
W. B. Perkins, Male Attendant, . . . . . . 74 74
C. Brown, Male Attendant, ....... 88 33
A. H. Wing, Male Attendant, 75 00
F. E. Wiley, Male Attendant, ....... 125 00
W. Johnson, Male Attendant, ....... 133 33
Q. C. Hodgdon, Male Attendant, 134 17
A. A. Cobb, Male Attendant, . 16 67
E. W. AYiley, Male Attendant, ...... 83 95
Z. T. Cooper, Male Attendant, ...... 43 33
A. P. Cornell, Male Attendant, 36 29
J. Reynolds, Male Attendant, 83 33
G. A. Clark, Male Attendant, 70 S3
C. Johnson, Male Attendant, ....... 33 86
L. A. Dodge, Male Attendant........ 28 23
AY. T. Scribner, Male Attendant, ...... 11 29
AY. J. Thresher, Male Attendant, 12 10
E. F. Allen, Female Attendant, 183 45
N. Greely, Female Attendant, 180 00
M. L. Holmes, Female Attendant, 110 13
E. Gould, Female Attendant, 47 00
A. M. Staples, Female Attendant, 120 67
F, B. Carter, Female Attendant, 57 40
C. E. Cox, Female Attendant, 47 42
V. D. Cox, Female Attendant, 47 00
M. A. Farrar, Female Attendant, ...... 42 00
L. M. Greely, Female Attendant, 103 13
M. E.'Farrar, Female Attendant, 80 27
A. Allen, Female Attendant, 98 00
C. Dunton, Female Attendant, 115 71
D. Thompson, Female Attendant, 109 66
B. Sutherland,Female Attendant, 113 67
E. McKinnan, Female Attendant, ...... 113 67
M. Whidden, Female Attendant, 86 33

Amount carriedforward,
113,406 32
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Amount brought forward, $13,406 82

E. Whidden, Female Attendant, 86 33
S. A. Howell, Female Attendant, . .

. . . . 21 00
L. Amey, Female Attendant, ....... 21 22
S. MoKinnan, Female Attendant, 7 00
C. L. Palmer, Female Attendant, 13 55
E. F. Hook, Farm Hand, 175 21
Z. W. Slater, Farm Hand, 103 21
E. 11. Thompson, Farm Hand, ....... 240 00
F. Barker, Farm Hand, ........ 150 00
I). Cain, Farm Hand, ........ 60 00
W. W. Wellman, Farm Hand, 66 67
J. McPrice, Farm Hand, ........ 30 83
William N. Field, Out-door Attendant 19 33
E. French, Out-door Attendant, 77 71
C. Ryan, House Attendant, 9 29
M. C. Fitzgerald, House Attendant, 93 45
H. Campbell, House Attendant, 9 00
E. Santoris, House Attendant, ....... 135 03
M. J. Kellogg, Laundress, ....... 92 55
M. Manahan, Laundry-Girl, 156 47
M. Scanlan, Laundry-Girl, 156 47
E. Wilson, Cook, 208 53
J. Griffin, Cook, 9 29
J. O’Shea, Cook, 81 86
E. Fay, Cook, 156 47
A. Connor, Cook, ......... 53 93
A. Winslow, Cook, 23 43
E. Glynn, Cook, 21 01
E. Lynch, Cook, M 00
J. H. Amey, Kitchen Hand, 37 00
A. P. Smith, Kitchen Hand, 41 13

$15,777 29
Worcester Hospital.

William Workman, expenses, .... $3 00
S. E. Sewall, expenses, 72 70
R. W. Hooper, expenses, 78 00
Henry Chapin, expenses, 3 00

1156 70
Merrick Bemis, Superintendent, 2,150 00
Caroline A. Bemis, Matron, 200 00
H. O. Palmer, Assistant Physician, 1,008 22
Mary H. Stinson, Assistant-Physician, 950 00

Amount carriedforward, $4,464 92
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Amount brought forward , .......$4,464 92

Darnel W. Bemis, Steward and Treasurer, .... 1,500 00
George Allen, Chaplain, ........ GOO 00
Janette W. Wright, Clerk, ....... 400 00
Yiola Spinney, Assistant-Matron, . . . . . . 213 00
George E. Smith, Book-keeper, ...... 306 00
Carrie E. Allen, Supervisor, . . . . . . . 218 00
Melissa J. Farrar, Supervisor, ....... 155 89
Ellen F. Fisher, Supervisor, ....... 196 00
Charles W. Ober, Supervisor, ....... 360 00
Merritt E. Rice, Supervisor, ....... 309 00
Maria L. Warren, Supervisor, ....... 202 04
J. C. Butterfield, Supervisor, 8 16
Belle M Evans, Supervisor, ....... 75 00
William Sherman, Engineer, ....... 900 00
Jacob Endlish, Fireman, ........ 405 00
George T. King, Baker, 1,020 00
Benjamin Endlish,Baker, ........ 27 50
William E. Goddard, Baker, . • . . . . . 272 51
Cornelius D. Allen, Kitchen, ....... 84 18
E. S. Allen, Kitchen • 36 83
Daniel Cahill, Kitchen, ........ 61 62
Mrs. Cornelius D. Allen, Kitchen, ...... 6 00
Samuel Butts, Kitchen, ........ 94 92
Lucy Clough, Kitchen, 117 00
Sophronia Clough, Kitchen, ....... 48 00
M. A Friend, Kitchen, . . ..... 141 58
Emma J. Friend, Kitchen, ....... 136 32
L. G. Shepard and wife, Kitchen, 143 38
L. Maria Allen, Attendant, ....... id 66
W. A. Aldrich, Attendant, . . . .

. .
. 56 00

Maud Allen, Attendant, ........ 20 00
Emma T. Allen, Attendant, ....... 20 00
C. D. Beede, Attendant, 230 81
Leora Burns, Attendant, ........ 163 23
S. M. Bond, Attendant, 58 03
Hannah Bond, Attendant, ....... 53 10
Lyman S. Bartlett, Attendant,. . . . . . . 194 52
A. W. Bigelow, Attendant, ....... 104 15
Elbert L. Bemis, Attendant, . . . . . . . 167 43
G. Babcock, Attendant, ........ 99 17
Caroline Brown, Attendant, ....... 82 65
Mary F. Brown, Attendant, ....... 81 50
Alex. Bourhart, Attendant, ....... 337
Mary Butterfield, Attendant, ....... 40 00

Amount carriedforward, .......$13,876 27
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Amount brought forward , .......$13,876 27

J. Cross and wife, Attendants, ....... 114 00
Robert B. Doe, Attendant, ....... 70 00
Julia E. M. Davis, Attendant, ....... 173 88
M. E. Douglass, Attendant, . . .

. . . . 60 79
0. L. Douglass, Attendant, . . . . . . . 60 79
Addie Dudley, Attendant, ....... 100 00
G. F. Dudley, Attendant, ......

*. 133 30
Nettie R. Dinsmore, Attendant, ...... 89 39
A. B. Dlggins, Attendant, ....... 30 81
Carrie A. Farrar, Attendant, ....... 147 89
R. L. Frost, Attendant, ........ 85 81
Thomas S. Freeman, Attendant, ...... 148 07
Josephine Farnham, Attendant, ...... 48 38
Julia Gregory, Attendant, ....... 8 00
Ella F. Grant, Attendant, ....... 32 07
George B. Hayward, Attendant, . . . . . . 31 64
L. B. Haskins and wife, Attendants, . ■ . . . . 342 00
Nancy Harriman, Attendant, ....... 35 50
Delia Hurd, Attendant, ........ 43 30
Webster Howe, Attendant, . . .

. . . . 85 79
J. W. Howe, Attendant, .

. .
. . . . . 76 65

Homer and wife, Attendants, . . . . . . 68 60
Merrick Holden, Attendant, ....... 55 83
C. E Ingalls, Attendant, . . . . . . . . 75 00
George A. Jordan, Attendant, ....... 25 00
W. H. Jewett, Attendant, ....... 167 10
Albert F. Jones, Attendant, ....... 27 89
Charles L. Jones, Attendant, ....... 54 15
John H. Moore, Attendant, ....... 35 00
Daniel T. Morrill, Attendant, ....... 171 68
James Martin, Attendant, ....... 67 53
George McLaughlin, Attendant, ...... 50 00
Mrs C. W. Ober, Attendant, ....... 48 00
E. C. Pollard, Attendant,........ 222 41
Mary Pelton, Attendant, ........ 170 00
Ruble Pelton, Attendant, 130 70
E. F. Persons, Attendant, ....... 58 80
Win. G. Pilsbury, Attendant, ....... 58 67
Rosa M. Stone, Attendant, ....... 166 36
Albert A. Stevens, Attendant, ....... 268 16
L. M. Stanford, Attendant, ....... 254 65
E. L. Sprague, Attendant, ....... 25 00
Louise E. Snell, Attendant, ....... 139 90

Amount carried forward , 118,133 76
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Amount brought forward, $18,133 78

Carrie B. Smith, Attendant, ....... 188 00
Sarah Streeter, Attendant, 61 00
Hortense B. Smith, Attendant, ...... 85 65
Emma E. Stone, Attendant, 48 00
W. H. Seare, Attendant, ........ 29 98
Kate Sheldon, Attendant, ....... 52 48
N. H. Scott, Attendant, ........ 14 11
Calvin A. Taft, Attendant, 50 00
Sarah H. Trumble, Attendant,....... 123 72
W. C. Thresher, Attendant, 78 77
Thomas E. Wood, Attendant, ....... 300 00
Tenia A. Warren, Attendant, ....... 181 29
M. F. Williams, Attendant, . . . . . . . 176 00
William Woodward, Attendant, ...... 109 14
Stephen Warren, Attendant, 137 50
B. K. Williams, Attendant, ....... 87 89
E. W. Walcott, Attendant, ....... 151 56
C. L. Bacon. Yard Attendant, ....... 60 00
George A. Ellis, Yard Attendant, ...... 242 53
F. S. Keep, Watch, 220 85
Mrs. F. S. Keep, Watch, 42 19
A. McLaughlin, Watch, . . . .

*

. . . 129 17
Mrs. John Blake, Watch, ........ 72 00
Addie A. Soule, Office, . . . . . . . . 117 00
Julia Bond, Chambermaid, ....... 143 00
Katie Wise, Chambermaid, ....... 52 00
Elvira Bacon, Seamstress, ....... 173 00
Fanny S. Doolittle, Laundry, ....... 108 50
J. B. Hurd, Laundry, .’ 225 00
Julia Quinn, Laundry, ........ 89 00
Clara Leathers, Table, 166 50
Frank Endlish, Gardener, ....... 437 50
John Blake, Coachman, ........ 960 00
Cornelius March, Hostler, ....... 300 00
M. H. Pettigrew, Driver, ........ 82 47
Fred Blanchard, Farmer,. ....... 90 00
George W. Clough, Farmer, ....... 300 00
Frank Chamberlin, Farmer, ....... 73 00
Martin Gately, Farmer, . . . . . . ■ . 167 00
Elmore J. Heald, Farmer, 97 47
George King, Farmer, ........ 33 30
Michael Kane, Farmer, . • 84 62
Frederick Lane, Farmer, ........ 500 00

Amount carried forward, .......$24,328 95

J. B. Hurd, Laundr

Elmore J. Heald, Fa
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Amount brought forward , .......$24,328 95

Mrs. Frederick Lane, Housekeeper, 131 00
Converse Francis, Mason, ....... 474 00
Stephen C. Lincoln, Carpenter, 750 50
P. C. Miller, Upholsterer, 131 00
James W. Holmes, Painter, 638 50
Daniel O’Neil, Laborer, 172 00
Patrick Sweeny, Laborer, 96 30

$26,722 25
Deaf and Dumb Asylum.

(Appropriation, $30,000.)

Pilot Commissioners.

Elias E. Davison,
Jacob G. Peirce,
Gross receipts for 1871, ........$4,626 91
Henry Howard, Clerk, ...... $6OO 00
Charles Cisco, Porter, 30 00
Office expenses, .......920 00

1,550 00

$3,076 91
Surveyor-General of Lumber.

George W. Cram, salary, $3,200 00
Office expenses, ......... 1,933 00

$5,133 00

The whole amount earned for surveying lumber in the lumber district from
January Ist, 1871, to January Ist, 1872, was $59,619.04. The district com-

prising the following cities and towns :—City of Boston, Roxbury, Cambridge,
Charlestown, Chelsea ; towns of Dorchester, Brookline, Brighton, Water-
town, Medford and Quincy. Paid to the following Deputy Surveyors: •

Timothy Abbot, 820 o2
Noah Blanchard, 1,7f3

Samuel Batchelder, 9^3 23
William A. Barrows, I.oTO 55
Frederick Ball, .

1’ 414 62

Charles T. Butler, i-300 92

William H. Crowell, 1’ 463 92

Edward Cotter, 1’ 619 79
Henry O. Cole, I’ols 1’ 015

Eobert W. Child, I’6oB 1’ 608 51

®l9 67Amount carried forward,
.

’
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Amount brought forward, ....... $12,447 67

Thomas A. Cussen, ......... 1,200 74
Benjamin F. Cobb, ......... 613 43
George Dupee, 1,679 45
George Davis, 1,079 74
Charles R. Dadmun, 1,697 30
William H. Dadmun, ........ 1,954 67
Alexander W. Deering, 1,796 65
E. D. Emerson, 1,538 38
N. M. Engley, 726 55
Stephen Fuller, ......... 756 01
John C. Flanders, . 1,484 45
W. C. Frederick, 398 55
Charles W. Greenleaf, Jr., 1,199 38
Elisha Hopkins, ......... 1,212 09
Charles H. Jones, ......... 87 10
Simeon N. Keen, ......... 1 187 82
George H. Lancaster, .* 875 42
Francis O. Littlefield, 1,898 12
George H. Manson, 1,643 54
George W. M. Marston, 1,710 72
George C. Monroe, 974 55
Richard Newcomb, ......... 384 99
Richard Newcomb, Jr., 1,350 95
John Platts, 1,280 22
J. F. Putnam, .......... 44 69
Matthew W. Rice, 1,226 23
William Sprague, 302 81
W. H. Stoddard, ......... 1,499 90
Daniel A. Story, 462 63
Harlow H. Thayer, 1,573 14
Shadrach Wade, 1,666 02
James H. Wade, ......... 1,965 79
Edward Willett, ......... 1,668 99
William H. West, ......... 1 557 09
Charles West, 2,083 66
Joshua H. Wilder, ......... 1 228 91
John W. Wiggin, !,034 55
Charles A. White, ......... 853 21
George H. York, 1,277 93

$59,019 09

Ten per cent, is paid to Surveyor-General, .... $5,961 90
Deducting salary and expenses, 5,133 00

Leaves balance to State Treasury, $B2B 90

Richard Newcoml

Charles West,

Deducting salary and expens

Leaves balance to State Treasury
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The amount earned out of the District from January 1,1871, to January 1,
1872, was $1,411.69.

Noah Blanchard, ......... $35 00
Frederick Ball, ......... 155 46
Charles T. Butler, ......... 89 23
Edward Cotter, . . . . . . . . . 76 26
Wm. 11. Crowell, 37 04
Thomas A. Cussen, 58 71
Wm. H. Dadmun, ......... 23 34
George Davis, .......... 18 73
E. D. Emerson, ......... 15 94
N. M. Engley, .......... 23 07
W. C. Frederick, 151 32
C. W. Greenleaf, Jr., 198 18
Elisha Hopkins, ......... 98 45
George W. M. Marston, ........ 17 13
Richard Newcomb, ......... 12 06
Richard Newcomb, Jr., ........ 36 00
J. F. Putnam, .......... 27 55
William H. Stoddard, 63 24
Harlow 11. Thayer, ......... 62 09
John W. Wiggin, ......... 85 62
Charles AYest, .......... 83 61
George H. York, ......... 73 66

11,441 69
Inspector of Leather.

George C. Hodgdon, paid by fees, whole amount received 1871, $lB,OBB 26

Expenses.
George R. Hodgdon, Deputy, .... $1,300 00
Charles H. Hodgdon, Deputy, .... 1,300 00
Dennis Crothy, Weigher, ..... 1,083 00
Henry Tarbox, Weigher, ..... 1,083 00
Eight Laborers, 40 cents per hour, . . . 6,926 60
Other expenses, ....... 369 50

12,062 10

Amount of salary, $6,026 16

Inspector-General of Fish.
William Cogswell, Salem, paid by fees. Whole amount paid

for inspecting, ......... $31,661 87

Amount commissions paid to Inspector-General, . .
■ $3,396 77

Expenses, 400 00

Balance net to Inspector-General, $2,996 Cl
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Sub-Inspectors and pay as follows:
Barnstable.

Nelson Scudder, $3 01-|
George L. Thacker, 44 26J

Boston.
J. M. Ball, 31 42|
Joseph Belyen, 87 74|
Ed. Brown, 12 04J
George F. Brown, ......... 295 80f
Winslow Cole, 286 45f
S. G. Davis, 47 66|
S. A. Endicott, 159 22^
Janies Ellery, Jr., 90 16J
T. E. Eustis, 254 71^
Knowles Freeman, ......... 617 38f
N. Y. Freeman, 768 38
Warren French, ......... 543 23^
I. W. Green, 8 41^
D. F. Harrigan 253 01-|
M. Magee, 66 21|
J. N. Lewis, 1,420 73J
J. P. Lewis, 91 15£
A. W. Mann 23 28
N. P. Mann, .......... 471
U. E. Mayo 1,509 16£
J. M. Maxwell, 4 18
T. W. Nickerson, . . 467 Ilf
James P. Nye, 1,752 72J
George C. Parker, 1,701 28f
D. W. Parsons, 4 80J
R. Purcell, 31 06fDavid Snow, Jr., 33 30
Eph. Snow, Jr., 567 98J
J. P. Sprahn, 3 87f
George Walton, 47 25
F. V. Wheeler, 149 57f

Chatham.
J. G. Doane, 219 15
L. Eldridge, 189 86
Collins Howes, Jr., 184 19f
Joseph Reed, 8 55

Cohasset.
JohnBates, •

. . . 315 00-|
N. B. Tower, 247 40

Amount carried forward, $12,545 51f
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Amount brought forward, 112,545 51^
Dartmouth.

Ed. F. Potter, 69 47
Dennis.

J. R. Baker, 188 54
O. C. Baker, 153 05
S. Kelley, 252 44J

Gloucester.
G. W. Adams, 5 71
J. L. Andrews, ......... 180 86|
J. S. Ayers, ..........444 SI I
H. Babson, Jr., ......... 272 75^
Ed. Brown, 248 84
George Brown, 69 34|
George Clark, Jr., ......... 547 26
T. D. Collins, 8 81i
George Dennis, ......... 92 63
Steph. Dodd, ..........315 16^
11. F. Ever50n,.......... 95 38
B. Fernald, 59 06
George Friend, .........284 93^
Joseph Friend, 477 56
Sidney Friend,. ......... 85 70|
William H. Friend, Jr., 71 91
J. 11. Gale, 26 85
F. Gerring, Jr., ......... 132 16|
G. Griffin, .......... 7 30|
S. W. Hardy, 461 72
S. Haskell, Jr., 139 06^
E. W. Horton, 70 23|
T. J. Knowles, ..........311 33J
Samuel Lane, 182 20J
A. Leighton, ..........486 53|
David Low, .......... 366 58
Sylvanus Low, .......... 58 16J
A. Mansfield, . .

'

. .
. . . . . • 141 73|

George Norwood, ......... 293 73|
Charles Parkhurst, ......... 225 82
11. F. Parmenter, ......... U® 66|
William Parsons, 2d, 244 76
William H. Perkins, 295 58
C. D. Pettingell, 148 55^
C. H. Pew,

"

543 76

Amount carriedforward ,
120,720 60|
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Amount brought forward, $20,720 601-
Sol. Poole 175 37^
A. Proctor, .......... 22 50
J. C. Proctor, 99 69^
Joseph Rowe, .......... 101 35
Sayward, Daniel, ......... 190 6S|
Sayward, Eph. Jr., 103 2SJ
J. L. Shute, 399 55^
P. D. Smith, 64 64
S. Smith, 284 41£
A. L. Steele, 122 50£
George Steele, ..........103 54|-
S. Stockbridge, ......... 4 90
James Tarr, Jr., ......... 27 06
L. AYalen, ..........208 38J
M. AYalen, 242 19£
P. G. AYonson, 536 84^
S. G. AYonson, Jr., •

. . 110 13f
AYilliam C. AAr onson, 167 81J

Harwich.
T. B. Baker, 224 04
A 7! Doane, . . . . . . . . . ■ 376 34
H. Nickerson, ..........302 26^
R. H. Small, 176 78^
D. F. AYeeks, 90 63|

Hingham.
P. L. AYhiton, 208 44^

Nantucket.
R. C.Renny, .......... 2 52
C. E. Snow, .......... 19 93J

Neioburyporl.
A. E. Goodwin, 144 86\
G. Goodwin, ..........448 81-J

Provincetown.
J. AY. Atw00d,.......... 289 98|
G. Bowley, .......... 81 42£
Ebenezer Cook, 187 50|
Eph. Cook, 294 94|
Jonathan Cook, 112 25J
B. C. Gross, 830 77f
B. A. Lewis, 109 53J
A. B. Rich, 645 76^

Amount carried forward, . $27,180 28
6
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Amount brought forward, $27,180 28

Rockport.
William H. Bradley, • 218 631
J. Parsons, Jr.,.......... 171 90^
J. Story, Jr., 305 11J

Salem.

George P. Rust, ......... 468 77£
Wellfleet.

J. H. Freeman, 1,234 10
William L. Paine, ......... 245 64
Noah Swett, ..........937 27
Steph. Young, ..........800 15

Gross amount of fees, $31,561 87

Whole number of Deputies, 122

Inspector of Pot and Pearl Ashes.
Moody D. Cook, Inspector.

Amount received for inspection, $1,863 00
Amount paid for labor, ........ 453 00

$9lO 00
Commissioners on State House.

(.Appropriation , $8,000.)
Expenses, $B,OOO 00

Commissioners of Wrecks.
(Number not ascertained.)

Commissioners on Boundary Line at Gay Head.
Richard L. Pease, $5 per day, $790 00
Expenses, 261 00

$1,051 00

Commissioners on Cape Cod Harbor.
James Gilford, services, ........ $756 00
James Gilford, expenses, 104 12
George Marston, services, 330 00
George Marston, expenses, 41 20
Paul Hill, services, ......... 50 00
General expenses, 218 10

$1,499 42
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Architect Normal School and Boarding House at Framing-

ham.
A. R. Esty, 1975 36

State Directors Boston and Albany Railroad.
Avery Plummer, .........No pay.
Moses Kimball, . . . . . . . . .No pay.
Jonathan D. Wheeler, ........No pay.
Charles I. Kittredge, ........No pay.
Stephen M. Crosby, No pay.

State Directors Boston, Hartford and Erie Railroad.
Daniel S. Richardson, . No pay.
E. C. Sherman, No pay.

State Directors Eye and Ear Infirmary.

Board of Education.
William Claflln, .........
Joseph Tucker, .........

Constantine C. Esty, ........

Samuel T. Seelye, .........
John D. Philbrick, .........
David H. Mason,
Henry Chapin,..........
Alonzo A. Miner, .........
Gardiner G. Hubbard, . . . . . . . .

William Rice, ..........

Director of Art Education.
Walter Smith, salary and expenses, ...... $1,024 87

Normal Schools.
Framingham.

Annie E. Johnson, Principal, salary, $2,500 00
Assistants, 6,382 79
Expenses, 3,414 01
Addition to building, 2,475 36
Building and Boarding-House, 7,038 02

$20,810 18
Westfield.

John W. Dickinson, Principal, salary, $3,000 00
Assistants, . 7,500 00
Expenses, • . . . . 3,048 59

$13,548 69
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Bridgewater.
Albert G. Boyden, Principal, 13,000 00
Assistants, 7,415 78
Expenses, 2,675 76
Enlargement, 15,000 00

128,091 54

Salem.
D. B. Hagar, Principal, $3,000 00
Assistants, .......... 6,700 00
Expenses, 2,194 43
Enlargement and repairs, 16,373 96

$29,268 39

Teachers’ Institutes, $3,000 00

Recapitulation.

Executive Department, ........$28,592 37
Secretary’s Department. . . . . . . v . . 23,723 48
Treasurer’s Department, ........ 12,634 90
Auditor’s Department, ........10,300 00
Legislative Department, ........36,834 00
Adjutant-General’s Department, ...... 13,650 89
Surgeon-General’s Department, ...... 7,200 00
Attorney-General’s Department, ...... 6,000 00
Deputy Tax Commissioner’s Department, .... 15,387 83
Commissioner of Corporations, ...... 5,362 82
Insurance Commissioners’ Department, ..... 21,502 73
Commissioners Provincial Laws, ...... 1,660 77
Commissioner on Savings Banks, ...... 3,300 00
Liquor Commissioner, ........ 4,000 00
Assayer and Inspector of Liquors, ...... 3,000 00
Inspector of Gasmeters, ........ 3,000 00
Railroad Commissioners, ...... . 15,000 00
Bureau Statistics of Labor, ....... 7,044 40
Commissioners to establish Meridian Lines, .... 1,000 00
Agent concerning Flats, Boston, Hartford and Erie E. E. Co., . 1,000 00
State Assayer, Ores and Metals, fees, . . . . . 245 00
Commissioners on Public Lands, ...... 2,565 00
Board of Agriculture, 5,067 44
Board of Health, 5,619 29
Harbor Commissioners, ........10,569 03
Cattle Commissioners, 2,044 32
Commissioner on National Cemeteries, . . . • • 46 25

Amount carried forward, $246,350 52
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Amount brought forward , ......$246,350 52
Board of State Charities,........ 40,105 06
Commissioners on Prisons, 2,761 36
Board of Education, . . . . .

. . , 10,200 50
Commissioners on Inland Fisheries, 4,864 84
Nautical School, 10,224 84
Keform School, 13,530 70
Industrial School for Girls, ....... 7,844 65
Blind Asylum, 15,552 81
School for Idiots, 4,816 18
Eye and Ear Infirmary, 2,825 00
Springfield Home for the Friendless, 1,039 23
Temporary Asylum for Discharged Female Prisoners, Dedham, 1,350 00
AVashingtonian Home, ........ 2 442 00
Infant Asylum (appropriation), 3,000 00
New England Hospital for Women and Children, . . . 2,690 20
House of the Angel Guardian, 3,193 00
Agent for Discharged Convicts, 1,000 00
Inspectors of State Prison, 600 00
State Prison, 42,500 00
Police Commissioners, services, 1,600 00
State Constabulary, 100,958 69
Eainsford Hospital, 1,000 00
Tewksbury Almshouse, ........12,331 38
Bridgewater Almshouse and AArork-house, 7,630 00
Monson Almshouse and State Primary 5ch001,.... 11,011 05
Northampton Hospital, . . . . . . . , 19,179 99
Taunton Hospital, 15,777 29
Worcester Hospital, 26,722 25
Deaf and Dumb Asylum (appropriation), .... 30,000 00
Pilot Commissioners, 3,076 91
Surveyor-General of Lumber, 5,133 00
Inspector of Leather,

........ 6,026 16
Inspector-General of Fish, 2,996 77
Inspector of Pot and Pearl Ashes, 910 00
Commissioners on Wrecks,
Commissioners on State House (appropriation), . . . 8,000 00
Commissioners on Boundary Line at Gay Head, . . . 1,051 00
Commissioners on Cape Cod Harbor, 1,499 42
Architect Normal School and Boarding-House, Framingham, . 975 36
State Directors Boston and Albany Railroad Company, . No pay.
State Directors Boston, Hartford and Erie Railroad Company, . No pay.
State Directors Eye and Ear Infirmary,
Director of Art Education, 1,024 87
Normal Schools, 91,7)8 70
Teachers’ Institutes, 3,000 00

1708,413 73




